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Thursday, February 27, 2014

MSU may cut College
of Health Sciences,
Human Services
By AUSTIN RAMSEY
Staff Writer
Amid almost $2.5 million in state cuts, Murray State University
is recommending that the Board of Regents cut the College of
Health Sciences and Human Services, according to Assistant
Dean Roger Weis.
Weis says a move like that would hurt the university more than it
would help. It's a move MSU has been looking at for several months
now, Weis said. Last year, budget and planning review teams
worked to tighten the school's belt some, but Interim President Tim
Miller later formed three subcommittees to further MSU's costreducing measures amid state mandates that employees work to ease
pension deficits.
Weis said those teams found that cutting an academic college
or school would provide sizeable university savings. According
to the Registrar's Report, "named colleges,- those with significant grant funding or those facing accreditation like the School
of Nursing were taken off the table, leaving only Health Sciences
and Human Services (HSHS)and the College of Humanities and.
Fine Arts up for cuts.
The latter was saved by a larger number of general university studies courses that affecting more students. Weis said. Now,he said, the
administration is recommending that HSHS be cut and its areas of
study be moved to other colleges on campus.
Weis said that would mean a savings of about $141,000, at least at
face value. But because the university would be moving professors

MCCH: Positive report from audit
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Wnlar
Members of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees had their annual
examination Wednesday under the auditor's
microscope as the LBMC firm of Nashville.
Tenn.. reported its findings for the fiscal
year 2013 And from a year that included
much hardship. from ongoing battles with
Medicaid managed care organizations to the
painful layoffs of nearly 50 employees,

something positive was reported
"We found no matenal deficiencies We
are giving an unqualified opinion, also
known in financial circles as 'a clean opinion,'which is exactly what you want," said
Greg Eli, audit partner for LBMC, which
has handled this process for MCCH the past
seven years Eli gave his findings before the
full board,just a day after showing them to
the MCCH Finance Committee
"And as I told the Finance Committee yesterday. this is not by chance that we have

these kinds of results. Your people have
done a very good job of being ready for this,
and that goes back to your management
team You have a staff that does a good job
of keeping the records"
Eli also said that, despite the financial
woes of 2013, MCCH appears to still be
strong in that it is finding ways to build cash
for projects, "even in a year that didn't go

•See Page 2

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

II See Page 2

CUBS meeting focuses
on compassion
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
"Compassion- appeared to be .the word of the day Wednesday at
the quarterly meeting of Calkr•vay United Benevoleht Services
(CUBS).
Dr. Ruth Ragovin, minister at First Christian Church, spoke first
to the gathering of local non-profit agencies about her desire to
make Murray a "City of Compassion.- She talked some about her
background working in San Diego, Calif. when the terrorist attacks
of Sept. II, 2001 occurred and how her fellow ministers and local
rabbis and imams were upset by it. For comfort, they turned to an
article by Karen Armstrong on compassion, and Ragovin said she
had paid close attention to her work since then.
In 2008, Armstrong was awarded the TED Prize to create a
Charter for Compassion. and Ragovin said the charter was
unveiled in 2009, sparking a global movement to restore compassionate thinking and action to the center of religious, moral and

II See Page 2

MPD addresses traffic, security downtown
Special to the Ledger
As of Wednesday, Feb. 26, Main and Fourth streets in downtown Murray are still closed to through traffic, especially large
commercial trucks and tractor trailers, according to Sgt. David
Howe with the Murray Police Department.
Fencing has been erected around the building collapse area, he
said.
No trespassing signs are posted on the fences, and the public
is advised that any entry into the fenced area without permission
from city officials will be prosecuted under Kentucky Revised
Statute 511.070 and 511 .080. Howe said.

WEATHER

'Care

Thursday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 42 West
southwest wind 5 to 7 mph
becoming calm in the afternoon
Thursday Night: Partly

cloudy, with a low around 24
Calm wind becoming east
northeast around 6 mph after
midnight
Friday: Partly sunny with a
chance of rain and snow. A
high near 43 East wind around
6 mph
Friday Night: A chance of
rain and snow Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 29
Northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny, with
a high near 44 North wind 6 to
9 mph
Saturday Night: Partly
Cloudy, with a low around 25
North northeast wind 6 to 8
mph
Sunday: A chance of rain
and snow Partly sunny, with a
high near 41 Northeast wind 8
to 8 mph

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
Bill Cowan, Republican Party representative, hands paperwork to Democratic Party counterpart Dottie Lyons Wednesday morning as they acknowledge recenfing the emergency plan for
Calloway County elections during the monthly meeting of the Calioway County Board of
Elections.

As the May primary election
in Calloway County draws
closer, activity
for
the
Calloway Board of Elections in
getting heavier.
Wednesday, the board passed
a pair of motions concerning
equipment that will be used
May 20. The first of these
measures was the receiving of
new MBB cards for the county's voting machines through
the Harp firm of Lexington.
Harp is offering new cards —
for all 29 precincts, along with
three reserve units — at a price

II See Page 2

Update meeting to be held this morning on collapse
As updates continue to be made on the
building that collapsed in downtown
Murray and more businesses reopen, the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce and Murray Main Street will
meet with business owners and those affected by the collapse.
An informational meeting will be held
Thursday, Feb. 27, at 8:30 a.m. at the Robert
0. Miller Conference Center. According to
Aaron Dail, president and CEO of the
Murray Chamber, this meeting will include
a timeline for clean-up, a list of resources

the Chamber and Main Street can provide to
those affected by the collapse, and a question and answer session. "We want to disseminate all the information we have so that
everyone is in the know and on the same
page. We also want to know what we can do
to help businesses in need." he said.
Currently, the only street closed to local
traffic is Main Street between 3rd and 4th
Streets. To restrict out-of-town semitrailer
traffic, Main Street is blocked off at 12th
Street and Industrial Street, and 4th Street is
blocked off at Chestnut Street and Glendale
Road.
Several businesses on Main Street and 3rd

Street were able to open for business yesterday. Shane Lee, Raymond James, Ryan
Walker State Farm, King Psychology
Center. Finders Keepers, Carraway
Furniture, Gallery 109 & Fairbanks Studio
and Red Bug on 3rd are now open. Tony
Page. CPA, Pierce & Kellar. Printing
Services, Jessica Fox-Flinn and Max Parker
have temporarily relocated.
According to Dail, the Law Office of Rick
Jones PLLC has a relocation pending. Tony
Page, CPA has relocated to 1712 KY 121
North Suite H. Pierce & Kellar. CPA has relo-

IN See Page 2

City issues
new update
for collapsed
building site
Editor's note: The City of
Murray on Wednesday issued
the following statement concerning the collapse of a building at Fourth and Main streets
in downtown Murray.
MURRAY, Ky. - The City of
Murray recently met with the
Cope
contractor,
demo
Excavating, from Calvert City,
hired by the property owner of
the collapsed building at 312314 Main Street.
According to the contractor,
he has been instructed to shoreup the north and remaining
west walls of the building and
remove the roof. After this is

•See Page 2

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
A Murray Electric Systems lineman works with electrical lines connected to traffic signals
Wednesday at the intersection of North Fourth and Main streets in downtown Murray in the
area of where a building collapsed Saturday night.
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Mama:Health insurance enrollment at 4 million •MCCH... •College cut...
or 11141111LIMM. SOMERVILLE
and NMI TISOSSAS
A amma Pram
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pressing for a final
rush of health care enrollees, President Barack
Obama said Tuesday that about 4 million people
have signed up for health insurance through federal or state martetplaces set up under his health
care law.
But with a key deadline approaching fast, he
urged some of his most steadfast backers to help
sign up millions more by then
'We've only got a few weeks left. March 31st,
that's the last call.' °barna said, explaining that
anyone not signed up by that date will have to
wait until open enrollment begins anew in the fall.
In the meantime.they risk being fined for not hav-

II Update...
From Front
cated to 304 Maple St.; Printing
Services has relocated to 400
Main St.; Jessica Fox-Flinn has
relocated to 509 Maple St.; Max
Parker has relocated to 820

ing coverage.
The Whitt House has set an unofficial goal of 7
million enrollees by the end of March
Nearly 3.3 million people, or less than half the
total, had enrolled through the end of January.
Enrollment was slowed at the start of the signup period last October by numerous glitches in
the health care webeite the administration created
to help people find coverage. Some state; running
their own websites encountered problems, too.
Obama blamed the depressed enrollment on
the bungled website and on an "implacable
opposition" that he said has spent hundreds of
millions, if not billions, of dollars to oppose the
signature domestic policy accomplishment of
his presidency.

Sharpe St; and Murray Shoe and eat on the court square. Help
Repair has temporarily closed. All support downtown commerce
relocated businesses will have the during this difficult time," she
same phone numbers, he said in
said.
an email.
Business relocation informaMurray Main Street Manager
tion
can be found at www.faceDeana Wright stressed the fact
book
.com/DowntownMurray or
that the majority of downtown
Murray is open for business. "We by calling Murray Main Street at
encourage the community to shop (270)759-9474.

•Election Board passes motions...
From Front
of $6,600.
MMB cards, which Calloway
County Clerk Antonia Faulkner
said is a version of a computer
memory stick, allow election
officials to read results. Harp
said those cards usually last
seven years.
Board member Bill Cowan
suggested that new cards be purchased now, with the option of
purchasing half of the replacements after seven years.
In addition, the board also
approved a measure to purchase
a backup computer unit for election tabulation from Harp for

$499. Major Clayton Hendricks,
who represents the Calloway
sheriff's office on the board,
gave full recommendation of
this motion, relating to his experiences with backup computerization being a necessity for
records keeping in his daily
duties.
In addition, the board discussed several important dates.
• The final day for anyone to register as a new voter in Calloway
County will be April 21.
• Absentee voting (for residents
who will not be in their respective
precincts between the hours of 6
a.m. and 6 p.m., on May 20 will be
offered from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

p per ti

Mondays through Fridays from
May 2-19 in the clerk's office inside
the Calloway County Courthouse.
•The Calloway County Accuracy
Board will meet at 9 a.m. April 9 in
the clerk's office with that meeting
immediately followed by the customary certification of machines at
the Calloway County Road
Department
• Harp officials will be in Murray
March 31 and April Ito set up the
machines.
• The mandatory election school
for all precinct workers is set for
5:30 May I at the Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center inside the
George Wealts Community Center.
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From Front
the way you wanted."
-That's a good sign. I'd say."
Eli added.
Staying with the positive
theme, hospital CEO Jerry
Penner reported a balanced
scoreboard showing MCCH
recording a 91.0 in patient satisfaction in the month of January.
which he said was probably in
the top three scores for this category in the past two-to-three
years. That included a 90.4
score for patient satisfaction for
wards 2W, 3, 4 and 5. In addition, patient falls continue to be
infrequent at both MCCH and
Spring Creek Healthcare &
Rehabilitation with January
showing 1,7 per month at
MCCH and from 5.9 to 5.5 at
Spring Creek.
There was a drop in MCCH's
operating margin, where it went
from 1.66 in December to .95 in
January, although it remained
above the zero line. Days cash
on hand also dropped from 120
in December, one of the highest
amounts ever for that category,
to 117 in January,still very high.
Chief Financial Officer Dirk
Morgan reported that the threeday drop was expected, being
that three payrolls were required
in the month (a twice-a-year circumstance) and $2.5 million in
other payments.$1 million from
an insurance payment, were also
made.
"Really and truly, losing just
three days I thought was a win
for
us,"
Morgan
said
Wednesday, explaining that
controlling expenses continues
to be a main quest at MCCH and
is improving as MCCH has
spent $2.5 million less than this
time last year for expenses.
Penner also said he will go to
Frankfort today to attend the
annual Hospital Day at the
Kentucky State Legislature.
Included in his plans are meetings with 5th District state Rep.
Kenny Inies-of Murray and 1st
District-04state Sen. Stan
Humphries of Cadiz,and of specific concern will be House Bill
361, sponsored by, among others, Speaker of the House Greg
Stumbo of Prestonsburg that
concerns MCOs and provider
payments.

department of nonprofit leadership studies - the most successful
along with areas of study. he said, of such programs in the United
the university would still be pay- States He said if the Board of
Regents approved the recommening those same salaries
-The savings are going to be dation, his department would be
miniscule if we disable it," he moved to the College of
said "It would be maybe $10,000 Education.
-There's nothing wrong with
that's not a significant savings at
that college, but we're not educaall
That money would account for tors."
The success of those programs
cutting administrative assistant
is due, in part, to their collec
and student jobs, he said.
But more than that, Wets said tivization, and he said the univercutting the college would just as sity may have trouble recruiting
much sever the ties that each students into a growing field of
study because of the fragmentamajor has developed.
We in a college that has a lot tion.
Said Weis:"We should be growof energy because we're all connected," he said."We would all be ing as a university - not diminishstretched out into other colleges ing."
MSU officials say the cut has
and we wouldn't be together to
not yet been made and the admincollaborate."
Hannah Knapp, a communica- istration is still gauging faculty
tions disorders student in the col- input and further review of the
lege said that's exactly why she recommendation before it is forthinks the college should not be mally made to the board.
cut. HSHS encompasses such pro- Assistant Vice President for
Communications
grams as occupational safety and University
Catherine Sivills released the folhealth and exercise science.
"We should be kept together lowing statement: "Over the past
because we will be working two years we have had several
together when we get into the budget task force committees
meeting to review and recomfield," she said.
But more than that, Weis said mend ways in which the universithe college has been growing at ty can save money. One of the
record numbers. Over the last four recommendations was to realloyears, he said, the HSHS has seen cate many of the programs in the
a 46 percent increase in enroll- College of Health Sciences and
ment - more than any of MSU's Human Services (HSHS). After
seven colleges and schools.
review of that recommendation,
The Bureau of Labor Statistics we are working through a process
projects an optimistic outlook of 7 that involves faculty input and
to 39 percent for job growth in administrative review. The rechealth and human services fields ommendation includes reallocatover the next 10 years.
ing most of the degree programs
"We're the highest scoring col- to other academic areas on camlege in the university," Weis said. pus. The balance we have to con"You don't punish successs, you sider is the fiscal responsibility to
reward it. Why would you do meet our budget each year and the
that? Why would you dismantle a continued development of the
successful college?"
quality product we offer our stuWeis is a professor in the dents."

From Front
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From Front
completed. the engineer will
further assess the condition of

'p

the building and provide additional direction to the contractor
for the remaining work.
The estimated timeframe to
shore-up the walls and remove
the roof is three days and should

1215 Caroksood prke

be completed by this weekend.
The contractor stated that once

117 Belle NleatIc Dui

he is given approval to remove
the remaining building, it will
take approximately ten days to
demo and clean up the site. This
timeframe is all contingent upon
the engineer's structural assessment during the demo process.
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Once again, we appreciate
everyone's patience and are utilizing every available resource
to restore downtown commerce
in a timely, yet safe manner.

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger & Times
Dr. Ruth Ragovin, pastor for First Christian Church, speaks at
Wednesday's CUBS meeting about the possibility of Murray
becoming a "City of Compassion." Other speakers at the
meeting talked about Gentry House and CASA.
the only way it would stay open
would be through community
support, and she believed churchFrom Front
es could and should play a big
part in that.
political life.
Right now, she said she is feelRagovin said the charter includ- ing more optimistic for the
ed 12 steps, which are also out- agency's future than when the
lined in Armstrong's 2001 book, board had decided to close it in
"Twelve
Steps
to
a November.
Compassionate Life." She said
"If we are going to call ourshe was trying to set up a meeting selves a
compassionate communiwith Mayor Bill Wells to discuss ty, I
think this is a way to step up
bringing the distinction to Murray and show
our compassion:.
and would like to see someone at
Bogal-Allbritten said.
Murray State University take up
Lindsey Harlan. director of
the cause. More information can CASA
(Court Appointed Special
be found at www.charterforcomAdvocates) by the Lakes, told
passion.org.
attendees that April is Child
Gentry House board chair Rose Abuse
Prevention Month. She
Bogal-Allbritten spoke about listed a series
of events the organrecent efforts to keep the four-unit ization
is hosting that month to
homeless shelter open. She said build
awareness.

II CUBS...
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Kentucky's Healthcare Connection
Quality Health Coverage. For Every Kentuckian.

"KENTUCKY...WHERE THINGS
ARE WORKING"
- THE WASHINGTON POST

& 'Times
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All over America, people are talking about kynect: Kentucky's Healthcare Connection.
They're saying how easy it is to enroll to get the quality health coverage you and your family deserve.
There's still plenty of time for you to enroll, too. Plus, kynect is the only place to see if you qualify for
Medicaid, KCHIP or discounts on private insurance. It's a new day for healthcare in Kentucky.
And with kynect, quality healthcare coverage for everyone is a reality.
Visit our informational website at kynect.ky.gov to get started.

1-855-4kynect(469-6328) 11Y: 1-855-326-4654
Enrollment ends March 31.
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Public should beware
of springtime scams

Floyd W.

Dr.Ployd
2014 atlas I
A meniori.

There's no doubt it has been any
muse rough vista, and everybody lag
in tree
I've talked to is eager for spring work.
This
to get here.
means that
Lots of people are eager to when they
get out and clean up the yard, acciden
talget rid of all those limbs the ly drop
the
ice brought down off the trees,
tree
plant the garden. paint the house, youOn
r
fix the roof, seal the driveway house,
... all the spring cleaning and your insursprucing up that homeowners do ance will
every year. That is one of the have to pay
reasons Murray is such a beau- for
the By Sgt. David
tiful city to live and work in; repairs.
Howe
so many people take pride in
Also, Murray Police
the appearance of their homes. besides not
Department
Home improvement and having a
repair, however, is a prime mar- business license and
insurance,
ket for scamrners and unscrupu- no one should
be coming to
bus business practices. There your door to offer busines
s servare many ways a criminal can ices in the city of Murray
. City
get your money without break- of Murray Ordinance
# 115.01
ing into your home.
states that:"The practice of going
Often, following a storm or in and on private residen
ces in
other natural disaster, a scam- the city by solicitors, peddler
s,
mer with a pickup truck, a chain hawkers, itinerant merchants,
and
saw, and an extension ladder transient vendors of mercha
nwill suddenly decide to go into disc not having been request
ed
the tree business to make some or invited so, to do, by the owner
quick money. Some are trying or occupant of private residences,
to scam you, and some are just for the purpose of soliciti
ng
trying to pick up some work orders for the sale of goods,
with mostly honest intentions. wares, merchandise, or service
s.
The newly self-appointed tree or for the purpose of disposing
expert then goes door to door of or peddling or hawking the
offenng to clean up the limbs same, is declared to be a nutand tree trimmings. I'd like to sance and punishable as such
mention several reasons why it nuisance as a misdemeanor.
" So,
isn't a good idea for you to the person going door-to-door
hire these folks to work on your to try and get tree trimming
yard.
work is violating city ordinance
First, you can never tell which even if they do have a business
I am willing to forsake a
people are trying to make some license.
wedge of chocolate cake with
money honestly helping out, and
Lately, we have had reports chocolate icing - capped with
which ones are just trying to of persons going door-to-door a plump floret of
whipped
take your money. Over the years, offering lawn care or other serv- cream because I don't want
we've taken reports of various ices in the evening after dark.
to miss even a moment of
scams where someone offered If someone comes to your door
Barry Lane's apres lunch presto do some tree trimming, roof uninvited at any time, but espeentatio
n at last week's annual
repairs, yard work, or other cially during evening hours,don't
handyman work, they ask for a open the door to them if you conference of the Kentucky
deposit or other form of money don't know them. They may be Council of Teachers of Engup front to "guarantee your spot a legitimate sales person or they lish/Language Arts.
It is not Barry's looks that
in the schedule" of these alleged- may be a thief. Either way, as
ly very busy worktne.n. After the ordinance states, they should- beguile. I have to be honest.
getting the deposit, they never n't be on your doorstep with- He is short. Explosive tufts of
return to dor the werkcjavlininfoiret. a pcior /invitation. I you gray hair encircle his bald spot.
est business will not as for feel uncomfortable with the sit- The space between
his front
money up front, and will not uation, please call the police teeth is similar
to David Letask to be paid until you are sat- department and we will be more terman
's and his voice sounds
isfied with the job.
than happy to take care of the like
Ben
Stein calling the roll
Even if the "tree expert" is situation.
in the Ferris Bueller movie.
trying to pick up a few bucks
We are all looking forward
actually doing the work, it is to spring, and having our yards Nevertheless, with enough
still a bad idea to hire them. and houses cleaned up from the charm to compel five English
Many of them don't have a busi- winter. Please make sure that if teachers to join him as backness license, are not bonded, you hire someone to do the up for the opening act of his
and don't have any business cleaning up for you, that it is Literacy Cabaret, Barry defiinsurance. This is in addition to a legitimate licensed and insured nitely has sex appeal.
the likelihood that they don't have business.
Although he can't carry
much of a tune, every note
he hits is pitch perfect. His
Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
version of "Cabaret" exhorts
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
teachers to, "Put down your
Murray Ledger & Times.
rubric, your book and your
pen." Behind him, his English
teacher chorus line kicks high,
accessorized with feather boas,
freaky wigs, and colorful
11
.
11
.
14
Ad NIMBI
streamers.
Stage left, the lyrics appear
Our Elected Officio&
on the video screen so we all
can join in. By the time we
State Rep. Kenny Imes(R-Murray)
reach the final chorus, "Life
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Unive
Church and
Vietnam Co
Epsilon Tau
University.
Dr. Carpen
Murray; thre
Mark Stuart
Paul C
Louis, Mo.
grandchild,
He was pr
Expressio
County En
House,803
Online co
home.com.
The J.H.

a

Joe Pat
Joe Pat "
Thursday, F
He was .5

k

cag cartoons.com

Literacy Cabaret provides food for thought

4e,....

ill" Plum

e-mail: Kenny.imeselrc.ky.gov

possible
resource to
engage their
students. He
uses wit and
silliness to
make a point,
and sometimes
a
smidge
of
irony to drive
it home.
Main Street
"Humor By Constance
in
educaAlexander
tion?"
He Ledger & Times
Columnist
rolls his eyes
as he asks the
rhetorical
question. "All right, kids." he
drones. "Take out your fun
folders."
Barry Lane definitely has a
platform, and it is one that
might unsettle administrators
and politicians enthralled with
standardized tests. He refers
to two roads diverging in an
educational wood. One path was
established by Fred Taylor and
a school of thought that envisioned schools as factories systematized, mechanized, with
a just-keep- the-line-moving
mentality. The other road has
John Dewey and Mr. Rogers
on board, rooting for teachers
to help students discover their
talents and overcome lack of
confidence so they can write,
communicate, solve problems,
and become educated citizens,

1-800-372-7181

State Sen. Stan Humphries(R-Cadiz)
Suite 209, 702 Capitol Avenue
Frankfort, Ky. 40601

e-mail: Stan.humphrieseIrc.ky.gov
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not merely consumers.
Lane lampoons the "good old
days" by showing an actual educational film from 1953 entitled, "How Quiet Helps at
School." The active classroom.
where children work together
and speak in normal tones, is
pooh-poohed when compared to
its opposite. Children work in
silence, with robot-like precision. Turning a page demands
extreme care so there is not
a hint of ruffling pages. Even
sharpening a pencil is soundless in this creepy environment.
I cannot imagine anyone educator or not - who doesn't wish they'd had a teacher
like Barry Lane just once in
their lives. According to his
bio, he "has been writing humor
since fourth grade, though his
teachers rarely got the joke."
He has dedicated his career to
creating fun approaches to
learning, and 90 minutes with
him is time well spent. With
or without dessert. Barry Lane
was the icing on the cake.
Visit Youtube to see the
1953 film about quiet classrooms, available at
http://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=q0tkQWpKABo.
Read Main Street on line
at
www.murrayledgercom.
Contact the columnist directly
a
constancealexander@twc.com

In awe of the ordinary
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is a cabaret, old chump, a Literacy Cabaret," we have loosened up. A group that understands the comma splice, parallel structure and the finer
points of iambic pentameter is
hooting raucously.
How could teachers resist?
Barry Lane is their tireless
advocate_ and gifted resource.
He has written books with
strange titles like, "Why We
Must Run With Scissors,"
"Wacky We-Search Reports,"
and "The Secret Coloring Book
of Lao Tzu." He conducts workshops for educators all over
the world and talks good sense
as well as truth to power.
A simultaneous translator of
educational jargon, he helps
teachers hack their way through
forests of thorny, educational
nomenclature. He knows every
buzzword, and uses humor and
insight to establish a bond with
teachers.
He manages to see the kids'
view too. To the tune of
"Strangers in the Night," he
croons, "Homework in the
night) We get it every day/
Just homework in the night/
There's not more time for play
/ Just homework in the night
/ Please not another day for
me..."
Barry is not advocating a
laissez faire approach to teaching. On the contrary, he encourages teachers to enlist every

So often we all get caught
up in "the next big thing." I
know I do. The danger for me
is that while I am always on
the lookout for whatever that
"next big thing" might be, I
often overlook the blessings and
joy I have before me every
day in the here and now. In
fact, when I pause to think
deeply about the life I have
been given, waves of guilt
wash over me in the face of
the suffering of so many others all over the world. Although
she herself suffered from debilitating depression before her
untimely death at forty-seven
in 1995. the New Hampshire
poet Jane Kenyon recognized
the gifts of the ordinary in
her poem "Otherwise":
I got out of bed
on two strong legs.
It might have been
otherwise. I ate
cereal, sweet
milk, ripe, flawless
peach. It might
have been otherwise.
I took the dog uphill
to the birch wood.
All morning I did
the work I love.

At noon I lay down
with my mate. It might
have been otherwise.
We ate dinner together
at a table with silver
candlesticks. It might
have been otherwise.
I slept in a bed
in a room with paintings
on the walls, and
planned another day
just like this day.
But one day, I know,
it will be otherwise.

and the cold
white tile
Shower heads and
good
dry
towels
Aryd frying
eggs
sound like
psalms
With a bit
and
ofsalt measay
ured in my
By James
palm
Duane Bolin
It's all a Ledger
& Times
part of a
Columnist
sacrament
As holy as
a day is spent

Hog

Holy is the place I stand
To give whatever small good
I can
The empty page, the open
book
Redemption everywhere
look
Unknowingly we slow our
pace
In the shade of unexpected
grace
With grateful smiles and sad
lament
As holy as a day is spent

Yes, it might have been otherwise with etch of us had
And so, I live out my days,
we been born in Mogadishu
in the classroom teaching stuor Khartoum or Basra. Carrie
dents, in my university office,
Newcomer,
a
Quaker
Holy is a familiar room and chatting
amiably with students
singer/songwriter, believes that the quiet moments in the
after- and my colleagues, and
in my
the everydayness of our lives, noon
home with my family. each
times that we might take for
And folding sheets like foldmoment of quiet and calm eleboredom, yet what might .be ing hands
vated to a holy experience, the
yearned for by someone on
To pray as only laundr
y
the othir side of the globe, can
everydayness of our lives, tint
should be .considered as holy
I'm letting go of all I fear taken for granted, but cherexperiences. In "Holy As a
Like autumn leaves of earth ished and even sacred.
Day Is Spent," she wrote:
and air
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Holy is the dish and drain
For summer came and sumDepartment of History at MurThe soap and sink, the cup mer went
ray State University. Contact
and plate
As holy as a day is spent
Duane
at
And the warm wool socks,
jbolin@murraystate.edu.
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Dr Floyd W Carpenter.

68. ot Murray. Ky . died Sunday. fvb 2t,
2014 at his home after an extended illness
A memorial ervice will be held at a later date at the First l tilted
ls
Methodist Church
He e4ab born in Mt. Vernon. III. on Feb 21.194h
Mk to Dale and Grace Bratley Carpenter
He was a professor in the accounting department
•
of the Bauernfeind College of Business at Murray
State University He was a member of First United Methodist
Church and sang in the church choir. He was an Army veteran of the
Vietnam Conflict and was a member and chapter advisor of the
Epsilon Tau Chapter of Sigma Chi fraternity at Murray State
University.
Dr. Carpenter is survived by his wife. Rose Marie Carpenter of
Murray: three sons, Michael Stephen Johnson of Clearwater. Fla..
Mark Stuart Carpenter and wife Christina of Mesa, Ariz. and John
Paul Carpenter of Murray: two brothers. Jerry Carpenter of St.
Louis, Mo. and Don Carpenter and wife. Ruth of Mesa and one
grandchild, Krisha Braden of Mesa.
He was preceded in death by his parents.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Endowment for Healthcare, Attn: Residential Hospice
House, 803 Poplar Street, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Online condolences can be made to www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com .
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Joe Pat Johnson
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Joe Pat "Pinky- Johnson. 86, formerly of Murray, Ky., died
Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 in Rialto, Calif.
He was born Dec. 3, 1928 in Murray, Ky. He served as a corporal
with the Military Police in the Korean War. He
retired from Tappan.
He was preceded in death by his mother Sally
Johnson; a son, James Johnson and a granddaughter Kristin Nicole Johnson.
Mr. Johnson is survived by a son Charles
Johnson of Calif. and a daughter Anna Kimbro of
Murray; grandchildren Jada Johnson Moore and
husband John, Jacob Johnson. Calyn Johnson,
Rhonda Sirls, Drew Johnson. all of Murray and
Regina Hicks of Clarksville, Tenn.: great-grandJohnson
children Amber Hill, Courtney Owen, Trinity
Owen, Harris Moore,Tyler Sirls, Trenton Sirls and
Seth Anderson and great-great-grandchildren
Addie Emerine and Lillieyn Hill.
Services will be Monday. March 3, 2014 at 9
a.m., in the chapel of Family Funeral Chapel.
Rialto, Calif.
Online condolences may be left and a video may be seen at
www.familyfuneralchapel.com
This is a paid obituary.

Pamela Faye Harper
Pamela Faye Harper, 56, of Murray. Ky., died Wednesday, Feb.
26.2014 at Spring Creek.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
Heritage Family Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

Woman gives birth in NYC crosswalk
NEW YORK (APil - A New
York City woMan and her newborn are doing well after the
baby girl made a surprise
entrance on a busy street.
The open-air birth happened
Monday
on
afternoon
Manhattan's Upper East Side.
According to New York's Fox
5 News, the woman left her
building to go to the hospital
and her doorman tried to hail a
taxi for her. But the baby couldn't wait,and the woman lowered

herself onto the ground in the
crosswalk.
One witness told the TV station. "She was like, 'Oh my
God,the baby's coming.'"
Several people stopped to help
until police and medics arrived.
Women offered scarves to wrap
the baby.
An ambulance took the mother and baby to nearby Lenox
Hill Hospital.
A hospital spokeswoman says
they went home Wednesday.

Juvenile faces auto-related charges
Staff Report
The
Police
Murray
Department has reported the
arrest .a juvenile in connection
to the taking a vehicle from
Tennessee early Wednesday
morning.
MPD said officers spotted a
vehicle reported stolen from
Cottage Grove, Tenn., at about
2:30 a.m. Wednesday, prompting them to activate their emergency lights for a traffic stop at
the intersection of 12th and
Main streets. Officers said the
vehicle reportedly continued
north on 12th at a low rate of
speed to the vicinity of Sharpe
Street, where officers said the
vehcile ran through a fence and
came to rest against a tree.

MP,D allege a juvenile, fled
the vehicle on foot and was
located a short distance away.
The juvenile has been charged
with theft by unlawful taking of
an automobile more than $500
but less than $10,000,fleeing or
evading police in a motor vehicle in the first degree, fleeing or
evading police on foot in the
second degree, wanton endangerment in the first degree,
criminal mischief in the second
degree and possessing no operators/moped license.
MPD. said the juvenile was
taken to the McCracken
Regional Juvenile Detention
Center in Paducah.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Crouch relishes face-to-face
Kentucky
communication in PVA job News in Brief
This is the firs, in a series of term expires in December
stories on the iandidates for -When I came out of college
CallowasCountb properrc
(having attended Murray State
alum administrator. The order University). I went to work for
of candidates appearances for Mr. Jackson and I have learned
this series Has determined 17%. a so much from him over the
blind dross..
years.
I just want the taxpayers of
By JOHN 111.10117
this county to know that they
Staff Wnter
can come to me about anything
Nikki McMillen Crouch said
they have a question about. My
that her drive to be Calloway
door is always going to be open,
County property valuation
and that's how it's been with
administrator goes back to sevMr. Jackson."
eral years ago.
Crouch also said she is quite
It came one day when she was
performing her duties in the hands-on when it comes to her
office, like she has the past II cases.
"I over-analyze everything
years, when a couple came to
the office to discuss property in and that can dhve me crazy,"
the county near Kentucky Lake. she said,"but I think it's impor"I tried to help them the best I tant to be that way because,
could and, eventually, we were with this office. I have to be as
able to get them what they need- organized as possible. You're
ed. Ever since then, they still spending tax dollars for things
come to the PVA office to say hi and your decisions are affecting
to me," Crouch remembered. people's lives.
"Those are the times where you
"People think this is only
say.'This is why I'm here.'
about tax assessment on proper"I really do love my job."
ty but that's not true at all. We
Crduch is one of three handle business tangibles, getDemocrats seeking to succeed ting tax bills ready, homestead
their boss in the PVA office, exemptions, especially for peoRonnie Jackson, who has ple who are disabled or over 65.
announced he is not running for There is a lot out there that peore-election in the May primary. ple don't know about that goes
She joins Rebecca Radford into this job."
Andrews and Larry Geib in runCrouch said her comfort with
ning for Jackson's spot, while
face-to-face interaction should
Michael Conley. a veteran of
serve her well as the election
this type work, is representing
approaches, even though this is
the Republican Party and, runthe first time she has ever run
ning unopposed. is already
for an elected office of any kind.
ensured of a spot in the general
"You know,though, when you
election this fall.
work
for the taxpayers, you
Crouch acknowledged that
should
be comfortable with that.
running for the top spot in the
PVA office is difficult, being her People need to be able to see
two Democratic opponents are you. I'm going to do my best to
also co-workers. She insists, hit all of the places I can
though, that this is not proving between now and the election,"
detrimental to the everyday she said.
PVA is the only office in
workings of the office.
In fact, she said they owe that Kentucky where candidates are
required to pass an examination
to Jackson.
"He has been so good to work in order to be eligible to run for
for," said Crouch of. Jackson, that office. All candidates in the
who will have completed 25 Calloway race passed that exam
years when his sixth and final in November.

Congress signals tough
fight for Pentagon plan
By BRADLEY KLAPPER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Lawmakers signaled a difficult
battle ahead for the Obama
administration's plan to dramatically overhaul the nation's military,
voicing
opposition
Tuesday to proposed cuts in
benefit packages, long-standing
weapons programs and bases
that mean money and jobs
across America.
The skepticism from both
Republicans and Democrats
augured poorly for Defense
Secretary Chuck Hagel's vision
of shrinking the Army to its
smallest size in three-quarters
of a century and creating a nimbler force more suited to future
threats than the large land wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan over the
last decade. Tuesday's advance
of a new veterans bill also suggested Congress may be more
interested in increasing military
spending in a midterm election
year.
The cuts "will weaken our
nation's security while the
threats we face around the
world are becoming more dangerous and complex," Sens.
John McCain and Lindsey
Graham. two leading GOP
hawks, said in a joint statement.

"Now is not the time to embrace
a defense posture reminiscent
of the years prior to World War
II," they said, without outlining
substitute cost reductions.
Congress
Although
has
agreed on keeping next year's
military budget just under $500
billion, major tradeoffs must
still be made to get under the
cap.
Tensions exist in both parties.
GOP hawks are lining up
against tea party supporters
keen to rein in spending, while
Democrats backing the Obama
administration must deal with
colleagues from military-heavy
districts and states fretful about
the potential fallout. Automatic
spending cuts that landed heavily on the military were only
eased somewhat by a budget
agreement two months ago.
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Rick Jones Law Office
Identification corrected
A story in Monday's newspaper referred to a collapsed budding in downtown
Murray as the Hurt & Jones
Attorney at Law office. A correct description is the Law
Office of Rick Jones RIC.
--The Murray Ledger & Times
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting, however mistakes
occasionally occur. It is the
Ledger's policy to correct errors.
To report a news mistake or
error, call (270)753-1916.

BOWUNG GREEN. Ky (AP)- Budding poets will have a
chance to work with Kentucky poet laureate Frank X Walker at a
workshop in Bowling Green this weekend
The Warren County Public Library is hosting the event from
9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m CST at the library's main branch
Assistant library director Ashley Fowlkes says Walker has been
popular dunng previous events at the library. Fowlkes told the
Daily News that Walker is "very talented' and "a great teacher."
Walker is a founding member of the Affrilachian Poets and
writer in residence and lecturer of English at Northern Kentucky
University.
Admission to the workshop is free, but space is limited. To register, call (270)781-4882 or email Jesse Knifley at jessek@warrenpi.org.

Louisville to unveil water tower fillIOVidiON
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- The Louisville Water Co. will soon
be reopening its historic pumping station after a renovation.
The original Pumping Station No. I dates back to the mid-19th
century. The restoration began last year and was completed in
January and includes a new WaterWorks Museum in the building's
west wing.
The museum will feature photographs dating back to 1860,
handwritten minutes, original architectural drawings and film of
the steam engines working.
The opening is scheduled for Friday at the Louisville Water
Tower Park on the Ohio River.

Fort Knox soldiers return from Afghanistan
FORT KNOX,Ky.(AP)- After nine months in Afghanistan,
more than 117 Fort Knox soldiers are back at home.
The soldiers are from the 3rd Brigade Combat Team, 1st
Infantry Division, and they landed Tuesday.
The unit has been operating in the Zabul province in southern
Afghanistan. Units from the 3rd IBC have been spread around
Afghanistan helping Afghan security forces, government and
police forces in the transition to independent security.
Many of the soldiers on the flight Tuesday were assigned to the
1st Battalion, 26th Infantry Regiment, which conducted separate
combat operations throughout various regions of Afghanistan.
The unit will continue to send soldiers home in small groups
through May.

Clinton tries to boost McConnell challenger
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Former President Bill Clinton said
Tuesday that Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell's opposition to raising the minimum wage is reason enough for
Kentuckians to replace the five-term incumbent with Democrat
Alison Lundergan Grimes, a longtime Clinton family friend.
In his debut on the 2014 midterm campaign trail, Clinton cast
Grimes as a problem solver who's got a plan to raise wages to help
the middle class, veterans and others.

Local man charged by departments
Staff Report
located by Marshall County
A local man faces charges Sheriff's Office deputies at an
from both the Calloway County address on Eggners Ferry Road
and Marshall County sheriff's in Marshall County.
offices as a result of a weekend
According to the release,
investigation.
police allege several items
According to a press release believed to be connected to the
from Major Clayton Hendricks case, including a firearm, were
with the Calloway County located by law enforcemen
Sheriffs Office, deputies with
CCSO, the Marshall County
Marshall County Sheriff's
Sheriff's Office and troopers
Office arrested and charged
with Kentucky State Police
Roger Henson Jr., 28, of
were investigating several
Calloway County,
with
reported burglaries Saturday
Receiving Stolen Property
that had occurred recently in
Calloway and Graves counties. (Firearm), Receiving Stolen
CCSO said Deputy Danny Property under $10,000 and
Williams received information Possession Of Marijuana. Other
from concerned citizens that a charges are pending by the
suspicious truck was in the Calloway County Sheriff's
Dexter and Almo areas of Office and the Kentucky State
Police, it was reported.
Calloway County.
The release also noted an
According to the CCSO, an
investigation led officers to unidentified passenger in the
determine the truck belonged to truck.
Individuals facing charges are
Roger Henson Jr. of Calloway
County. The truck was later innocent until proven guilty.
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NOTICE
The Murray Public Works
Department has reported
that North 18th Street from
College Farm Road to
Dodson Street will be closed
Thursday, Feb. 27, from 7
a.m. to 3 p.m. for sewer
work.
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Scholarships available zdeoginy
from WKRECC

DATEBOOK
P.E.O. will meet
The Philanthropic Educational Organization
P 0 sisterhood) will meet Saturday. March I
at 10 cm., at the First Presbyterian Church.
1601 Main Street. Hostesses are Linda Scots
and Mary Wooldridge. This meeting will celebrate the 50th anniversary of Chapter M.

Special to We Lodger
High school juniors and seniors whose parents or guardians
receive power from West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
are
invited to apply for the cooperative's annual scholarship
program
and Washington Youth Tour program. Applications for both programs are now available at high school guidance counselor
s'
offices,online at www.wkrecccom or at any West Kentucky RECC
office. The deadline for applying is March 7.
To be eligible for the program,students must be a high school senior in good academic standing and have a parent or guardian that is
a member of West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative. Two high
schogl seniors from each of the cooperative's four districts are chosen for the award of academic achievement.
Two high school juniors in the West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative service area are chosen each year to participate in the
Rural Electric Youth Tour Program,sponsored jointly by WKRECC
and the Kentucky Association of Electric Cooperatives. Students
who participate in the program will receive an expense paid trip to
Washington. D.C. where they will spend a week with other cooperative representatives touring the city and meeting with Kentucky's
congressional delegation.
Questions about either program can be directed to Jamie Sears
Rawlings at (270)247-1321 or 1-877-495-7322.

AOP to hold fundraiser
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority at Murray State
Datallosk University is sponsoring a softball
tournament,
Martha
"Strike Out Arthritis." on Saturday. March lot 2
Finney Andrus,
p.m., at the central park fields. All proceeds
Community
from this tournament will go to arthritis
editor
research and awareness.

Eastern Star to sponsor dinner
Murray Star #433,Order of the Eastern Star will have its annual
chicken and dumpling supper Saturday, March 1 from 4-6 pm.,at
the Masonic Lodge Hall, KY 121N. Tickets can be purchased at the
door and carry-out will be available.

American Legion Post 73 to meet
The monthly meeting of American Legion Post #73 will be
Thursday: Feb. 27 at 7 p.m., at the Legion Veterans' Hall at 310 Bee
Creek Drive. Attending the SEMO vs. MSU basketball game on
Saturday, March I will be finalized at this meeting. All veterans are
invited to attend and anyone with questions can call Commander
Cecil Cowsert (270) 519-8375.
CC Fire Protection Board to meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will hold its
regular meeting at 6 p.m., Monday, March 3 at the CCFR Station #1
at 101 E. Sycamore. The public is invited to attend.

Mr.and Mrs. Kevin Turner
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
DIC
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Melissa Sanderson and Kevin Turner, both of Calloway County,
Ky., were married on Jan. 30, 2014 in a private ceremony in the
MES Read Across America celebrated
Murray Elementary School will celebrate Read Across
Chapel of Flowers in Las Vegas, Nev.
The bride is the daughter of Johnny and Rhonda Alford of Graves America/Dr. Seuss week and Friday, Feb. 28 is Ridiculous Reading
County, Ky., and the granddaughter of Elizabeth Chambers and the Day. Students are asked to bring in various items with words to read
such as gum wrapper,food label, pencil,etc. Murray Middle School
late Hulon Chambers of Graves County.
students
will be guest readers. Students are reminded to bring their
The groom is the son of Mary Turner and the late Ernest Turner of
"reading is our thing" sheet for classroom prize drawings.
Calloway County and the grandson of the
/late Gaylon Turner and
Albert Crittenden of Murray.
Compassionate Friends to meet
The couple reside in Calloway County with their two daughters,
The Compassionate Friends support group will meet Thursday,
Mary Turner and MyKenzie'Sanderson.
Feb. 27 at 7 p.m.: in PDR 1 outside the cafeteria entrance at MurrayInvitations to a reception to honor the bride and groom will be sent Calloway County Hospital.
This support group meets for the
at a later date.
encouragement of bereaved parents who have lost children as a
result of accident, illness or tragedy, regardless of their child's age.
For more information call Hilda Bennett at (270) 498-8324 or
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at (270)762-1274.•

Mike Bowman named
editor-in-chief of journal
Open
Monday-Friday 9-4
Saturday 9-3

Special to the Ledger
Dr. Mike Bowman, associate
professor of telecommunications system management in the
Bauernfeind
College
of

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEAP START,
and EARLY HEAP START
SPRING REGISTRATION `GisTER
WHERE: Murray Board of Education
208 South 13th Street • Murray, KY
WHEN: FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 2014
PLEASE CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT AT 809-3262
Three Centers: Alexander Hall on the campus of Murray State University
The Willis Early Childhood Center next to Kenlake Foods
The Ruby Simpson Child Development Center on the
campus of Murray State University

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR PRESCHOOL/HEAD START

•Child must be age three or four by October 1, 2014
44 Qualify for income guidelines (four year olds must meet school district's
free meal guidelines; three year olds must meet Federal Poverty
Guidelines).
* Children with disabilities will be eligible regardless of income.
•Children who turn three during the 2014-2015 school year and meet
disability guidelines may enter the program on their third birthday.
40 Tuition option .may be available.
Tr:Importation services are provided within the Murray School District only. Head Start Staff
will assist families to understand and access transportation options in order to participate in
Head SlotWogrom activities. Transportation is not provided for Early Head Start.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD START
•Pregnant Women
+ Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
4. Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines

Bring the following information with you:
hi Child's Certified Birth Certificate
V Proof-of-income - 2013 tax returns
(W2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/
Scholarship information, etc...
V Child's Social Security card
V Child's Medical or Insurance Card
V Custody Documentation, if applicable

Business at Murray State
University, has been named editor-in-chief of the International
Journal of Intelligent Defense
Support Systems for 2014-15.
The journal, established in
2008, is
published
by
InderScience Publishers.
Bowman, a member of the
MSU faculty since 2005,earned
his bachelor's degree from
Ouachita Baptist College. He
has done graduate work at the
Naval Post-Graduate School
and the U.S. Army War College.
His doctorate is from George
Mason University.
Bowman noted that the journal deals with areas of his career
prior to joining the Murray State
faculty. It specializes in artificial
intelligence related technologies
as applied to military/defense
requirements.

Political
forum to
be held
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Woman's Club
will host a political forum for
the 2014 primary election candidates, Monday. April 21, at
6:30 p.m. at the Club house,704
Vine Street.
Preliminary plans are to
include all candidates for local
offices in contested primaries.
Prior to the forum,a meal will
be served from 5-6:15 p.m., in
the lower level of the Club
house with all proceeds to benefit the Murray Woman's Club
Heritage fund.
Additional information will be
announced after the filing deadline.
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Stroke/Brain Injury Group to meet
Murraystroke/Brain Injury Support Group.will rnelitht 5:30 p.m.,
ThursdayiFeb. 27 at the Murray-Calloway County /lospital Center
for Health and Wellness classroom. The program will be "Walking
in your Shoes." For more information contact Cheryl Crouch (270)
293-9442 or cherylscrouch@yahoo.com.

MCC Ladies Golf card party scheduled

The Murray Country Club Ladies' Golf Association will host their
annual Winter Card party at 6 p.m.,Tuesday, March 4 at the Murray
Country Club. All ladies interested in playing are invited to gather
a table of friends and come prepared to play a favorite card or board
game. There will be door prizes and finger foods. For more information or to make a reservation,contact Judy Muehleman,jmuehleman@twc.com, (270) 753-4126 or (270) 293-5475 or Susan
Johnson.sjohnl32l@aol.com (270)761-7512:
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CC Republican Party to meet

The Calloway County Republican Party will meet on Monday,
March 3 at 6:30 p.m., at the Calloway County Public Library. On
the agenda is the Lincoln/Reagan Dinner and strategies for the 2014
primary election.

MYBSA needs umpires
The Murray Youth Baseball and Softball Association (MYBSA
)
of the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation are in need of
umpires for the 2014 season. Applicants must be at least 16 years of
age. Applications are available at the MCC Park office or email
info@playballmcc.com to request an application.

WKAS will hold public meeting

The West Kentucky Allied Services will hold a public meeting to
discuss the needs for Calloway County Tuesday, March 4 at I
p.m.,
in the upstairs conference room of Weaks Community Center. A survey was completed by a random 250 LIHEAP participan and
ts
results will be discussed to determine what these clients feel are the
most needed programs for Calloway County. All interested are
invited to attend. For more information,contact Shirley Jones(270)
753-0908 or email at wkassj@murray-ky.net.
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CCHS Alumni to meet
The alumni and associates of Calloway County
High School will
hold a board meeting at Cracker Barrel Tuesday,
March 4 at 5:15
p.m. On the agenda is spring school drawings
and finalization of
scholarship plans. All interested are invited to attend.

Rebate night to be held for Atkins

A rebate night will be held at The Station on
Saturday. March 1
from 5-10 p.m. The funds generated will go
to assist Jerry "Huge"
Atkins to help with medical expenses. Give
your receipt to the
cashier in order for the funds to go towards Mr.
Atkins.

MWC Kappa Dept. to meet

The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. March 4 at 6:30 p.m., at the
club house. Hostesses are
Cathy Pigg and Nicole Crandall. There are
many upcoming events
to discuss so members are urged to attend.
Visitors are welcome.
For more information contact Evelyn
Wallis(270)489-2462.

4.
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MSU Jazz Orchestra wins big at Elmhurst Festival
Illpeeld fa Vie Ledger
The Murray Slate University
Jazz Orchestra and Blue Jazz
Combo have had quite a busy
February, with performances at
the Kentucky Music Educators
Association Conference in
Louisville, and last weekend at
the Elmhurst College Jazz
Festival in suburban Chicago.
The Jazz Orchestra and the Blue
Jazz Combo are the top two performing ensembles in the
Murray State Jazz Program
which also includes the Jazz
Band, the Jazz Lab Big Band,
and the Gold Jazz Combo.
MSU's Director of Jazz Studies
is Dr. Todd E. Hill.
"The Elmhurst College Jazz
Festivals is one the oldest in the
country," Hill said. "Groups are
invited based on previous
achievements and reputation. It
is terrific to be invited to perform, let alone to be classified
as 'Outstanding' in the big band
category. Where many festivals
give these sorts of awards freely,
the Elmhurst Jazz Festival has
the reputation of not handing out
'feel good' certificates. These
have been earned."
The festival had more than
50 performing groups (big
bands and combos) and only

eight woe awarded this distinction. Other collegiate big bands
the
coveted
garnering
"Outstanding Big Band" award
aside from Murray State were
College-Chicago,
Columbia
Millikin University. Central
Michigan
University, and
University.
Capitol
Adjudicators for the event
included legendary lead trumpeter Bobby Shew (formerly
with Woody Herman and Buddy
Rich's Orchestras, and the
Toshikio
Akiyoshi-Lew
Tabackin Big Band). trombonist
Andy Martin (presently lead
player for the Gordon Goodwin
Big Phat Band, and previous
service with the Bill Holman
Big Band, and combo leaders
Horace Silver and Stanley
Turrentine), and baritone saxophonist Gary Smulyan (presently with the Vanguard Jazz
Orchestra in NYC and formerly
with Woody Herman and Carla
Bley; rated top baritone saxoin
Downbeat
phonist
Magazine's critic and readers
polls).
Individual citations for outperformances by
standing
soloists in the MSU Jazz
Orchestra were awarded to
David Crippen (tenor sax) of
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MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
Mayfield/tit-ayes County Art
Guild is hosting a show of drawings from The Kentucky
International
for
Institute
the Study
in
Students
Studies.
Abroad Program traveled to
Prague in the Czech Republic
during the summer of 2013 to
study drawing with Murray State
University professor Dale Leys.
All of the drawings were made
on site at various locations in
and around the city.
The exhibition is now open
and visitors may see the show
through March 21 during regular
business hours.
The Mayfield / Graves
County Art Guild is a non-profit
community arts center located in
the historic Ice House, 120
North Eighth St. (corner of
North and North Eighth Streets)
in Mayfield. The Center is
accessible to individuals with
disabilities and is open Tuesday
through Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. and Saturday from 10 a.m.
to I p.m. Admission is free.
Call the Ice House at (270)
247-6971 or email icehousearts@att.net for more information.
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01.\-KLUAN DINNER

Texas Governor
March 15,2014•6:00 P.M.
MSU's Curris Center Ballroom

2014 Theme: Flip the ANDILLNIHN House
— SCHEDULE OF EVENTS —
4:00 P.M.

Military Vet Home Giveaway

5:00 P.M.

Meet & Greet with

• Governor,Perry
•Senator McConnell
• Congressman Whitfield
• Commissioner Comer
• Lt. General Leroy Sisco of the Militiury
Warriors Support Foundation
• Legislators and Special Guests

pport the

Matters!

II

\*i
Photo by Bendel Bleck

The Murray State University Jazz Orchestra is pictured at the recent Kentucky Music
Educators Association Conference in Louisville.
The Jazz Orchestra had
planned to stop and recruit at
four schools on the way to
Louisville for the KMEA
Conference, but was derailed by
deteriqrating weather condiNational
2014
tions.

Endowment for the Arts Jazz inclement weather. The groups
Aebersold stopped and performed for
Jamey
Master
rehearsed and performed with potential MSU recruits at the
the group, and welcomed them Dick Van Dyke Auditorium at
into his home in New Albany. Danville High School in
Ind. when the regional schools Danville. Ill, on the way back
were forced into closure by the from the Elmhurst Festival.

COO P.M.

Gourmet Dinner Served

V.

of Writers and Orson Card's
Literary Boot Camp. Having
grown up near Seattle's
Chinatown, he now lives in
Montana. For more information, visit jamieford.com. Ford
is the great grandson of Nevada
mining pioneer Min Chung.
who immigrated from Kaiping.
China,to San Francisco in 1865.
Min Chung adopted the western
name "Ford."
All events are free. If you
have questions or are planning
to bring a group. call Gail
Robinson Butler at (270) 5343213.

Jamie Ford
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Special to the Ledger
Jamie Ford, New York Times
bestselling author, will speak in
Crounse Hall at West Kentucky
Community and Technical
College March 4 and 5.
On Tuesday, March 4, the
public can meet Ford at a reception in the atrium of Crounse
Hall. Immediately following the
reception, Ford will speak to
community members in a public
presentation in Crounse 101.At
II a.m. Wednesday, March 5. in
Crounse 101. Ford will speak to
students about his books and his
writing process.
"Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet" was required
reading for WKCTC's English
101 students in the 2014-15 fall
and spring semesters. Set in
Seattle's Asian-American community during World War II, the
book is narrated alternately by a
young and impressionable
Chinese American boy and the
middle-aged man he grows up to
be. "Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet" offers a historical fiction narrative appealing to both young and mature
readers. Its unique perspective
on the internment of JapaneseAmericans offers a glimpse into
issues as race, ethnicity, immigration, assimilation, and prejuweirel
Jr)J4 View -Cre
dice in a fictional context that
20,1613 2,40 V111 1.44.1y)rir.t1-,
ItivKa ,
PotAdtur a • • .1 1 I 4 4 it,C24%14 rtirrou.P.,i4c.
will appeal to diverse groups of
students.
Photo provided by Wayne Bates
An award-winning shortby Suzanne Mortimer on story writer, Ford is an alumnus
created
was
drawing
The above
July 20, 2013 during the Study Abroad Program with of the Squaw Valley Community
Murray State University professor Dale Leys in Prague.
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Ice House hosts Study Bestselling author to appear
Abroad exhibit from next week at WKCTC campus
students of MSU's Leys

[wet

!heduled

Benton; Will Brooks (clarinet,
of
baritone
saxophone)
Bloomfield; Shea Pierce (trombone) of Benton; Bobby-John
Lyle(trombone)of Central City:
Eric Stroupe (trumpet) of
Radcliff; Colton Burge (string
bass) of Mt. Vernon, Ill.; and
Zenon Garcia (drums) of
Elizabethtown.
Additional awards for the
performance of the MSU Blue
Jazz Combo included citations
of excellence for Tyler Burch
(guitar) of Belleville. III.; Aaron
Spargur (trumpet) of Belleville,
Ill.; Emily Duff (vocalist) of
Mayfield; plus a second award
eacji for Crippen (tenor sax),
Pierce (trombone), and Burge
(string bass).
Invitations to perform at the
KMEA Conference are selected
through blind auditions by a
committee of the leading music
educators in the state.
"This is considered a great
honor to be able to represent
Murray State University to our
elementary, secondary, and collegiate colleagues from throughout the Commonwealth, and it
certainly helps recruiting when
there are also many high school
students present at the sessions"
Hill said.

Nikki McMillen-Crouch
as she kicks off
her campaignfor

PROPERTY
VALUATION
ADMINISTRATOR
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U.S. Compeammem
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March 1, 2014
6:00-7:30 PM
at the Murray-Calloway County Fairgrounds
Pailfor by: Campaign to act Trraourrr,

Ma'am.2172MOIJIWOI RI., Benton. KY 42021
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Help Wanted

Web/Application Programmer
E-commerce company accepting resumes
for ASP.NET programmer to join IT team.
Must be fluent in HTML. ASP.NET (VB) HTML,.
CSS, AJAX, Javascnpt & MSSOL
Job duties include website development,
back-end programming,& server management
for public and private facing applications
Full time, benefits, salary
Mail resume to: HR,
2814 W. Wood St., Pans, TN 38242
Graphic Design
Auto accessones company accepting resumes
for expenenced web graphic designer.
Photoshop, Web Graphics, Email Marketing,
Social Media, photography.
Mail resume to:
Revel Enterprises,
2814 W. Wood St. Paris, TN 38242

This is Jesse

FREE to a

GOOD HOME

Approx 1 year old.
She has been
spayed, up to date
on all shots.
Friendly - loves
everyone, including
other dogs!
Smart - learned to
sit & obey other
commands.
Relocating
270-293-5051

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

MAX'S 641 Towing &
Service, LLC at 516 S.
12th St Murray. KY
42071 intends to sell
the following unclaimed
vehicles to satisfy towing and storage fees
KRS
according to
376.275:
1996 GMC Sonoma
1GTCS1448505882
to
registered
last
Michael
deceased
Hilterbrand and a 2001
Ford Mustang VIN#
1FAFP44461 F 113823
to
registered
last
Chnstopher Henson
Towing
Max's 641
intends to sell no later
than March 7, 2014.
holders.
lien
Any
executors or interested
parties must inquire
before this date.

When accessing the
''help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st vlorith I rye!
!nal*
I.. Mat
•24 ,•irv•
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THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources reliable but inaccuracies dO occur Readers using this information do so at their own nsk Although persons and companies mentioned herein are believed to be reputable
The Murray Ledger & Times nor any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their activities

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply In
person alter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N 12th St Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Gnaws Broker/Auctioneer
www chavisauction corn

LANDSCAPING.
General knowledge &
expenence. Ability to
equipment.
operate
Call John 0 LMD
270-293-2994.

a
1

MOSIER Log Homes is
looking for temporary
construction help for a
project starting midMarch. Call 812-366.4817. Ask for Russell.

subscribe to the

Now Hiring all positions. Apply in person
at Sonic Drive In, 217
So 12th, Murray

LEMER&TIMES
Local Mail
Home Delivery
icas.00)
3 so.--WOAD 3... —Ana
$5410 6 so.--$53.1111
6...
1 yr. __.$105.011 1 yc —$105.011
Al Mier Mell
asbeeriptless

1
3_s.
6 ass.--WO 1

Money Order

Name

_

Visa

M/C

St. Aaron'
City_.

Zip,._

State

housePART-TIME
keeper Irvin Cobb
Immediate
Resort.
need for housekeeper
to clean cabins Must
and
thorough
be
dependable
Experience preferred
To apply contact Susan
(270)436-5811

1 ym -...8145.00 1

Check

n
Shake
STEAK
coming
restaurant
soon in Paris, TN. Now
I hiring managers with
1 min. 3 yrs of experiI once in the food IndusI try Please forward
to
; resume
SteaknShakeiDfPans0
grnail.corn

Daytime Pb.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Thee@
Murray Ledger
P.O. Bee 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918

MOM of 4 (previously
certified in CPR and
CNA)
employed as
has wkend openings
for day/night childcare
in my home. Excellent
references. Need a
babysitter for work or a
night out? Let your
child(ren) come play
with mine in safe home
Openings
setting.
3/8
beginning
Schedule in advance or
short-notice requests
Call/text
accepted.
270-978-7008
140
Wan to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

PT child care provider.
Apply in person at
Childcare
Christian
Center. 810 Whitnell

EXPERIENCED brick
layers needed
270-217-3530

Taking applications for
all positions Feb 27 &
and
28 lpm-5pm
March 1st 10am-2pm
Springs
Cypress
Resort 270-436-5496

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Stil
in plastic, King $385
Full $185.
(270)293-4121
Queen Pillow Top mattress set. NEW in plastic. $195. Can Deliver
270-293-4121.

090
Domestic & Childcare

Photoshop.Writing/Aut
o background a plus.
to
Intermediate
advanced writing and
computer skills. Mail
Revel
resume:
Enterprises, 2814 W
Wood St. Paris Tn
38242

Dump Truck Driver.
Valid CDL. Call John
LMD 270-293-2994

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 3/2 1:00-3:00PM
1809 Valley Drive
Murray, KY

650.
1 yr.—$L10.411

Product Specialist
Auto accessones comaccepting
pany
resumes for qualified
individuals to join team.
Tasks include addition
of new products to
website, updating vehicle fitment info, content
writing and image edit-

DISCLAIMER

Rest ot KY/11'N

certified
Previously
C.N.A (also trained in
CPR) seekin private
sitter position with your
loved one Will sit in
residence or nursing
atmosphere.
home
Reasonable rates and
excellent references_
Available immediately.
270-978-4412

RESTORATION
Specialist
Looking for that once in
a lifetime career opportunity? Look no further.
We are now hiring a
restoration Specialist
for work in a non-automotive based shop in
Paris TN. Applicants
will need to have paint
and body work experience and mechanical
ability. Must be highly
motivated, punctual,
and have a good work
ethic if you do not
have these qualifications, please do not
apply. All qualified
please
applicants,
send resume with references to
iobs382420outlook . corn

CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109

ViolinNiola Lessons in
Murray
1st Group Lesson
FREE -3/1/14
320
Apartment: For Rent
1 BR Studio Util includOn
$375/mo.
ed
1303
Campus
Chestnut
270-293-3710
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR apt in various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate
270-753-9898
1BR effeciency apt
near downtown. 1
occupant only, no pets,
no smoking. $300/mo
plus utilities. Deposit
required. Call
293-2843
NEW apartment in
5550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

Planning a yard sale?
Wishing to sell now?
antiques,
Buying
advertising, gas & oil
items Coca-Cola signs
and collectibles.
270-293-4510
Want to buy Junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

SEASONAL CDL driver Class A required
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE
Truck
SEASONAL
Driver wanted. Must
have Class A, able to
pass drug screen, and
check.
background
please contact
270-767-1700
Pond
WILLOW
Restaurant in Aurora
offerng open interviews
positions.
all
for
Sunday, March 2nd.
Garanteed Interview
2pm-6pm ONLY
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. hiring
nonand
degree
positions.
degree
Background
check/drug screen
411 N. 4th Street,
Murray . 270-767-1543

Articles
For Sale
Bolypropylene underwear will keep you
warm. Jerry's Sporting
Goods. Mayfield

SINGER
SALES S. VAC
JANOME & SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Wits :toting tt $59
G.E Financing

000-C *12th
0s1-Alr Center
(270)753-5323

600 sq ft office space,
609 Maple, downtown
Murray. Will remodel to
suit.
(270) 519-9784

3BR, 2BA, newly
remodeled, near
Hazel. No pets, good
references a must.
$500 monthly plus
deposit.
(770)461-1605
4 or 5BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
nicholsent corn
/properties

Newly remodeled 4
bedroom brick in Lynn
Grove area. 2 Bath,
hardwood floors, new
C/ H/A, on natural gas.
large 2 acre lot. 2 large
buildings.
storage
$120K 293-1231

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenMere.Com
(270)436-2858.
410
Public Sale

WARD fIKINS

(270) 753-1713

Rai Estate

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnmination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitation, or discrimination
State laws forbid discnmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition h, those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingh accept are
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(7031648-1000

530

-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. Homes,
decks,
remodeling,
porches,
screened
garages,,sagging, rotten floors, termite damage, home and mobile
753-0353
repair.
Larry Nimmo

Hill Electric

SA1
937 11
10
WE N
IF Y(

14

Dl
IMP

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

co,

753-9562

8:00

Si

www.hillelectric.com

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

Only Fa
&Mare

USED TIRES
14 15. 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

IlAra

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate
270-226-5576

AR
mile!

GARLANE
RENTAL

Couc
Be

if you've got It, we eas store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE.
41111111
Sint Units

Nic

247 Surveillance•Electricity
Now Have 80 Climsto Control Units

$12 Matti,'*oh

11.1=1.1.11111111111
01.1.0•Tvet“

REAL ESTATE FOR
SALE. Apartment building and duplexes. Visit
nicholsent.com/properties or call
270-753-4109

N
"ro
mir
McCUISTON
ROOFING

1

aite Property
131Lit

•

'

lit

270-293-1924

Lake Front Property
ILL
6 3s 495' water frontage,
deep water, dock-able
23.605' water frontage,
deer water, dock-able
LaGL.1
13 la, fronting a pnyate hay
by and w . spring-fed creek
Priced to sell

440
Lets For Mil

360

1

Perli

430

17

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

We Finance

Auto Parts

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

(731)693-1113

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPIIANif ES

MOTOR SALES

480

380
Pets & Supplies

LULL

Small, 2BR $425 + dep
and 1 year lease
270-227-6431

070
Position Wanted
Seeking houses o
businesses to clean
Available immediately
Reasonable Rates'
Night & Weekend
appointments open.
Excellent references
CalVtext 270-978-7006

2BR, 2 BA Brick with
garage,
drive-thru
hardwood floors, & fireplace. Close to city
schools and MSU.
after
270-873-9542
6pm

802 Maple Street
270-753-8984

38R 1 BA W/D includ605
$675/mo
ed
Sycamore
(270)293-3710

HOLLAND

1

293-7872

2,300SOFT

330
Houses For Rent

V ISI
REAL ES1
inspects"

270-

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
RIverfleld Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals

Office/Retell/
Warehouse Space

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 2BR 1 BA Newly
yore (1.111, remodeled.
We PAY tor tor.
W/D
We SEL1.mirs,& palm money included. $600/mo 415
•Coin Appraisal
S 10th 270-293-3710
ia Trends-n-Treasures
Murray KY 270-753-4161 3BR 1 BA c h/a W/D
included $675/mo 603
Dr Fuhrr-i 1,,i
Sycamore
270-293-3710
Polypropolene underwear will keep you
warm.
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield

460
Homes For Sale

IOXIO's & 10115's
(270) 436-2524

NEW, 2BR, 2.5BA
$900,
townhomes.
includes all utilities.
Available March 15.
Pets with Deposit. Call
753-9999
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mum-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
VERY nice 4BR, 28A,
newly remodeled, New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate
270-753-9898

Used Cars

Id NNE

Corner 01'121 S. & Glendale.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
.Safe & clean
*We sell boxes'
'We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

REAL I$1
Kitchen U
0112 s30
x 80 Met
SO a160 I
Acres al,
Acres iv1,
Pond Tree
lEC

490

64 wooded acres
land
hunting
$2500/acre
St Line Rd Hazel,
270 436 2533/msg

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

Guns & Ammo
Jerry's Sporting Goods
Mayfield
220
Musical

150
SALES/CLERICAL.
Paint, decorating retail.
knowledge of selecting
colors, making paint
and flooring sales
experience preferred.
Apply 1204 Johnson
Blvd, Murray.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m M-F

200
Sports Equipment

VISA}

11211Acrevp

360

160
Hosts Furnishings

070
Postaxi Wanted

OPE
FE?
NA TI).
RD.

Ned 12 pA
flu. 12 p.m.

Rots

Oasis & Soon

060

060

020

020

I

$630 Colman Inds, 60% Discount Ind Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run
1.411 3 Ads Must Run Within b Dayl'ertud
$3.35 per COIIIUMUS loch extra for Monday IShopping Guide)

Lee. Fee INN

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson 753-1927
• Fax:
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

MasterCard

•

DEADLINES

dee, CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Residential lot in established neighborhood.
mature trees, perfect
for walkout basement
Call 759-5469 or
978-0876

Lea

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house like
It Is our house!

6:41

7

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
lolostilaUtersrciaUllasilsollal

Jams C.
WW

(270)759-0890

Morro) Lodger

CIASSMEDS

Time

Tbarearp. robreary 17.JOI4• 11

& Thee

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
BPJLEYS
LAWN CARE
LAWN MOWING
LAWN CLEAN-UP
Taking New Chem

Resrdentral &
Commercial
270.293.3161

588.70
11,ut
FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Fetus
**I ut
12pa
help.
12p

12e.m.

15.4

LAND
t SALES

Meat Pens. re fate 11SMI North Aisne lb Oats lo Forti &pm Passed',
OPEN TILLABLE LAND!FANTASTIC PASTURE!FENCED S CROSSFENCED!3 LARGE METAL BARNS!POND WITH DOCK! WELLS!
NATURAL GAS AVAILABLE! ROAD FRONTAGE ON US-641, PARKHILL
RD & WYNINGER RD.!STANDING TIMBER VALUED AT S316,000!
GREAT LOCATION BETWEEN PURYEAR II PARIS, TN!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS. Tract 1' lice Brick home Featunng 3 Baircorns 2 Baths, Living itoorn
Kitchen tenth Room Paved Driveway 2 Car Attached Ciaraoe & A 30 x30 Detached Garage
wet 2130 tean To On 2 77 Acres Tract r 30 x40 See. Bani On 25 40 hues Tract r eiC
80 Meta Etaiipinent'hay Barn radater & unoeigrouna Electric On 19 68 Acres Tract 4•
50 x160 Metal Muni-Purpose Building On 8 10 kres Tract 5 20 86 Arles Tract IP 41 82
Acres *Pone & Duck tract 7' 80 x80 Metal Pole Barn *individual Electra Mete Uri 82 00
Acres wPond Tract 868 49 Acres *Tone Tract 9'126 45 Acres Tract lir 9364 Acres 1.4
Pona Tract 11' 37 25 Acres Tract 12'? 96 Acres Tract 13 9 21 Acres Tract 14* 44 87 Acres
IMMEDIATE PLANTING PRIVILEGES!• Real Estate Sees Absolute At 1000 AM!
Auction Held At The Puryear Community Center
Located At 94 South Sycamore Street, Puryear, TN 38251
VISIT HARRISAUICTIONS.COM FOR MORE PHOTOS,
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15% Down Day of Sale Lash Balance %law 90 Days 14••• Your
inbuections Poor to Cray Ut Sale Boyer Will Be Required to Sip A leaii Based Paint watver

III S.IR ItII S
I:1 tl I,\
I(i
1%11

Ji•
s12
0, 0111.1.1,
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HARRIS IIk.•. •. !MAW re •
.4
,
41• .4 HARRIS emit' At..,-Itottt,
... it n,,
BIN BOLINGER Rettllut,Auct.otteet

*55 St et 45 Norm • maytitie ItO 4•06b
21126 Low mill Rd • awrounsiliii• Kv vier

270-247-3253

800-380-4318

•Tnmming
•Removal
•Sturnp Gnncling
•Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839

lectric
1986
ntial &
ercial
& Insured
- big or
1

9562
electric.com

irlea rE Ammo IPA ILO".l_ G II G IS INITIIIC
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM' MACHINERY
411111111111110S

SATURDAY, MARCH BM,AT 9:00 A.M.
937 W Housman St - THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD, KY
1000'S OF ITEMS WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT — IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

100 TRACTORS — ALL SIZES
DOZERS — BACKHOES — TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!!
CONSIGN TO TIIE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS.. TO MAYFIELD, KY

umrda

on

YOUR EQUIPMENT
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 5TH - EITH - 71H
STAFF & LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.81 TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY... UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL..
Rich in History For More Than 35 Years!
oaty Farm sewed naives Will es Accentedil Pews NO Were Tines,

A-AFFORDuling Clean
es, gutters.
work

itatteired Fuel Tanks. We Oaly kw*Ikees That Is Orr Dnersiss hre &SS*

JAMES R. CASH
r
;ic
i '73AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER 1 es
I

FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466

,iii
•1

THE SELLING MACHINE'
•nal Tree

varaff& o•ses•sr wee-jravir-swoosirs-imorarsPa- cows..

neured
(8733)

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 1st, AT 10:00 AM
1501 121 North, Murray, Ky

rpentry and
n service. 25
erience. Call
ree estimate.
576

Fishing, Furniture, Trailers

ore It'
ence
ns
12th St
th St

Approx 75 Rod And Reels, Cast Iron, Two Wheel
railer, Furniture, Two Boats, Army Jeep, Home Decor,
and More Coming In
Couches, Love seats, End tables, Coffee table, Bunk
Bed, Lots Of Rugs, Desk, Lot of Couch Pillows,
Pictures, Wing Back Chair
See website Chavisauction.com or Auclionzrp.com tor pictures

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com
KY Luc 032521 TN LIC # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

ivelliance
ge - Hwy 94E
Storage
ay
unit

oRi

•

II

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, March 1st, AT 2:00 PM
1637 Catalina, Murray KY
Real Estate
Nice Three Bedroom One Bath Home
setting on nice lot.

tricity
• troi Units

ON

• eiteld
vpekuil
• locally ou.nediciperated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & lesured

24

See website Chavisauction.Com or Auctorizip.com for pictures

red

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St. Murray.KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
mon chavisauction com
KY Luc •P2521 TN Lic • Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

se like
of

Whether you, hare a lull houle or iwed to dm., from the
Jeri. the Clairrifieds give vrru a *ming hand We're .rour
het for finding affordably pinerd nerchandire
or buyers intereued In yew flOkillIp

Dr's, LLC

edissosi
Ni

LIMER&TIMES

in

them/Classifieds.

753-1916

9
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DENTAL
FAMILY
PLAN PLUS
$4 FIRST 3 MONTHS
PER FAMILY
(OFFER
ENDS
MARCH 2ND, 2014)
731-407-4820

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Horneemn Service

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)193-8686

(270) 293-8480

•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
*bare Repeats
Gary 270-2274420
John 270-350-7447

2
1 9

1-800-254-1095.

Meet singles right now!
No paid operators, just
real people like you.
Browse greetings,
exchange messages
and connect live. Try it
free. Call now. 1-888979-2264.

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

AUCTIONS
Absolute Auction Saturday, March 1st,
1100AM, 1616 Bath !
Ave.. Ashland, Close to
park. Victorian
Mansion, needs a little
paint. Gooch Auction
Group, Mike Gooch
Auctioneer 859-4947653
WWW.goochsells.com

EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$4897.00 -- MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with
your own bandmill Cut lumber any dimension.ln stock ready to
ship. FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills
com1-800-578- 1363
Ext.300N
FARM ITEMS
Our Sportsmen will
Pay Top $$$ To hunt
your land. Call for a
Free Base Camp
Leasing info packet &
Quote. 1-866-3091507.
vnvw.BaseCampLeasin
g.com
HEALTH SERVICES

35 DRIVER
TRAINEES Needed!
Learn to dnve for
Werner Enterprises!
Earn $750 per week!
No Expenence
Needed! Local CDL
Training gets you job
ready in ASAP! 1-877243-1812
APPLY NOW! CDL
Dnvers in High
Demand Get your
CDL Training in 16
days at Truck America
Training and go to
work! State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available
1st yr. avg. $38 $40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644
Call Now! International
Truck Driving
School/BIH Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students! No CDL, No
Problem! State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing available.
888-780-5539
www.facebook.corniitdschool
Class A CDL Drivers
Needed Midwest
Regional Home weekends 38CPM Paper
OR Elogs Full Benefits
-$1500 Signing Bonus
Online Transport 877997-8999
www DnveForFrontier.c

7.

AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for hands
on Aviation Career.
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified - Job placement assistance Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053.
SERVICES
DISH TV RETAILERSAVE! Starting at
$19.99/month (for 12
nay, is.) FREE
Premium Movie
Channels. Free
Equipment, Installation
& Activation. Call.
Compare Local Deals!

Dedicated CDL-A
Drivers benefits &
weekly hometime 855430-8869 Apply online:
AventtCareers.com
Equal Opportunity
Employer - Females,
minorities, protected
veterans and individuals with disabilities are
encouraged to apply.
Drivers - CDL-A SOLO
& TEAM DRIVERS
NEEDED. Top Pay for
Hazmat OTR &
Regional Runs CDL
Grads Welcome. 700+
Trucks & Growing!
888-928-6011.
www.Dnve4Total.com
Drivers. Need Contract
Drivers, CDL A or B to
transfer commercial
vehicles to and from
various locations
throughout U.S. -- OTR
--No forced dispatch -Dhvers choice Apply
online at www marnotransportahon.com
under Careers or call
1-888-501-3783 to
speak with a recruiter
Drtvers-COL-A Train
and work for us!
Professional, focused
CDL Paining available.
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Ditticuliv Level ***

Horoscope

Over 28 Years
Expenence
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
,91_2e0mMeostNaksl

Home & Office cleaning Great references,
Great Rates Beautiful
job.Call Theresa
270-978-9642
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562.
227-0267

Choose Conmany
Driver, Owner
Operator, Lease
Operator or Lease
Trainer. 877-369-7192
www.CentralTruckDrivi
ngJobs.com
FLATBED DRIVERS Starling Mileage Pay
up to .41cpm. Health
Ins , 401K. $59 daily
Per Diem pay. Home
Weekends. 800-6489915 or www.boydandsons.com.
HOME WEEKENDS!
$1,000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed. No
tarp freight. Excellent
pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome.
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.
www.fixtransportrobs
NEEDING REGIONAL
Drivers - Come join the
leading team. NDL
seeking CDL-A Solos
& Teams! Home weekends. 2500 SIGN ON
BONUS. Solos: up to
44cpm. Teams: up to
54cpm. No Touch
Freight. Excellent
Medical Plan/ Dental/
Life Insurance. 6
months Recent
Verifiable Experience.
877-334-9677
www.Drive4NDL.com
New Pay-ForExperience program
pays up to $0.41/mile.
Class A Professional
Drivers Call 866-7225112 for more details
or visit
SuperServiceLLC.corn

OM

Pelvic/Transvaginal
Mesh? Did you undergo transvaginal placement of mesh for
pelvic organ prolapse
or stress uhnary incontinence between 2005
and the present? If the
mesh caused complications, you may be
entitled to compensation Call Chartes H
Johnson Law and
speak with female staff
members 1-800-5355727.

Attire's( to preview, 11111.1111

8

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADULT

4

7
4,3
,

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Greg Mansfield

K. lAec Use

8

I spend yOti money 001 0/
SIAle
keep It ace'

HELP WANTED

10% down day of sell with bal in 30 days.
Lead base Paint Waiver will be signed day of sale.

Cessseptss &maks,

parondallna.sern
270-873-9916

77IE EIVENT OF TAME YEA RIF
1204
Carpentry
n Homes,
decks,
porches,
gging, rotermite damand mobile
753-0353

•Frears Nonage Reps(
•01ovrie improvownenei
Van Kedilion
.A10 Jod Too illig/Srtiell
'
From Dryweir a Panting
To Plurining, Flooring
Clocks
-insured •Sr Diecoont
•Free Estimates
•Slemtier Of Anwes L,sr
ILM3bIGUIEW

SUDOKU

▪
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OWNER OPERATORS
Average $3K/week! Be
out up to 14 days,
enjoy GUARANTEED
home time! Weekly
settlements. Cardinal
Greatwide pays
loaded/unloaded.
Class-A CDL & 1 yr
driving expenence
Fleet Owners
Welcome. Operate
under your own authority or ours! Call Matt
866-463-3299.
DriveForCardinal.com

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Feb. 28, 2014:
This year you are more creative and in touch with your inner self.
As a result, a new quality gppears in your demeanor, speech, ideas
and many other areas of ydur life. If you are single, you are in the
process of changing. The person you choose now might not work
for you later. Go for the here and now. If you are attached, your
sweetie will need to adjust to the ever-changing you. Once he or she
gets into the swing of things, the two of you will have a ball together. Try to be more sensitive to your significant other's needs. A fellow PISCES has many of your attributes, but he or she still might
be far less in touch with his or her feelings.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
** You might go off boldly in the morning, but you'll want to retreat
by the afternoon. A lot is on your mind, which could discourage you
from taking action. Give yourself some time to think things through.
Don't try to change the natural course of events. Tonight: Not to be
found.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You will perk up as the day goes on. You have many ideas,
and you see a great deal of possibilities tied to them. Work on communicating these perceptions to close loved ones. Your mind seems
to be on overdrive -- go with it! Share. Tonight: With your pals.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** You might sense a change in your mood and in others' moods
as well. Don't worry about what you can't change; instead, focus on
yourself. Through your ability to flex, you could gain a great deal of
respect from your contemporaries. Tonight: A must appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Understand what is going on with a loved one. This person
might need you to bottom-line a critical issue for him or her. Listen
carefully, and be sensitive to his or her needs. Encourage an open
exchange of ideas and solutions. Tonight: Surround yourself with
good music.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Try not to assume the role of leader right now. You have a
great sense of what to do and when, but let others also take center
stage sometimes. You will develop ti special bond with a fnend or
associate when you pull back and become less dominant, Tonight:
Dinner for two.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Defer to someone else for the time being. You will notice
that others seem to be just as confused as you are. Take a step
back, and observe what is happening. You feel at your best when
socializing with friends and/or associates. Tonight: Say 'yes' to the
moment.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could feel a bit down. Pace yourself, and handle a personal matter. Examine what is happening with a work-related matter
as well. Communication is at its peak right now, so listen to others
and ask questions; you will have a new outlook as a result. Tonight:
Pace yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your imagination knows no limits. How much you choose
to share will be your call. Others might seem more receptive than
usual. Look at the long-term implications of a pending change to
determine whether you want to head in that direction. Tonight: Make
it memorable!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Verbalizing your thoughts will add an interesting twist to a
situation, and it could result in more information. You could be taken
aback by a key person's change in attitude. Choose to say little as
you digest this onslaught of information. Tonight: Happy at home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Listen to what is being shared. Only you can judge the
importance of all the information you are hearing. Reach out for a
friend with whom you enjoy spending time. Your immediate circle
plays a big role in upcoming events. Tonight: Go local. Enjoy a
neighborhood restaurant.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
a** Deal with a money matter directly -- you can't put off this decision for much longer. News could come in from someone at a distance. Once this person starts lo talk, it will be difficult to get him or
her to stop. You could hear far more than you might like. Tonight:
Treat a fnend.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You could find a situation testy at best. Allow your creativity
to flourish, and you'll see a personal matter very differently in a few
days. Avoid snap decisions, and decide what works best for you. A
partner or close friend could try to clear the air. Tonight: There will
be many choices.
BORN TODAY
Musician Brian Jones (1942), actor Rory Cochrane (1972), actress
Tasha Smith (1971)
•••
BIgar
Is
on
the
Jacqueline
www.jacquellneblgar.com.
(c) 2014 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
•

Regional Tanker
Drivers Wanted'
Career Fair, Tuesday,
February 25th,
9.00am-6:00pm, 1611
Wathen Lane, Suite
300, Louisville, KY. 1 year OTR w/in last 36rnoS Call
877 8TANKER
vnvw.oakleytransport c
art
Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers/independent
Contractors! Immediate
Placement Available
Best Opportunities in
the Trucking Business
CALL TODAY 800-2770212 or www.dtiveforprime.00m

390
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LEDGER&TIMES
1001 Whitncil Avenue • Murray. KY
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holly
Barbara Harrell, a lifelong Cal
ION 4) COUW) resident. was to
exhibtl and sell her artwork at
the Kentucky State Fair as part
of the 23rd annual Kentucky
The Market.
Andrew Parker. of Murray.
had been notified of his admittance into the School of Journalism at the University of Missouri
recently
Homra
Charles
reached his nine-gallon donor
mark at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Blood Bank. He
was pictured with Beth Wiggins.
Blood Bank coordinator.
Ray Paschall presented a program on —fooling and Stamping
Leather- 'at a recent meeting of
the Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were Jean Simmons. Jo
Crass and Norma Paschall.
Twents years ago
Valerie Shelton was crowned
Calloway 'County High School's
1994 Basketball Homecoming
Queen during last night's doubleheader in Jeffrey Gymnasium Members of the court were
Vanessa Huey. Heather Gillum,
Miami' Griffin. Krishna Todd,
Marti kleClard and Chrystie Carson.
Adam and Lisa Carver became
the new owners of Sirloin Stockade Feb. I . Greg Maxfield was
serving as manager.
j.ocal realtors attending a state
conference recently were Terry
Walter. Penny Ainley. Mary Jane
Roberson and Hal Nance.
Bob Perrin had joined Grey's

Properties as a bales associate
Gene Franklin had received the
December Driver of the Month
Award Irian Paschall truck Lines
Calloway County junior Brad
Cleaver was pictured gliding in
for two of his game-high 22 points
in the second half of Friday's
win over Hickman County
Thirty years ago
Johnny Williams and Boyce
West were pictured atop a high
set of scaffolding painting the
front of the Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church
Forty years ago
Richard Schorey. of Pirates
Cove, was elected the new president of the Kentucky Lake Toastmaster Club of Murray Other
elected to offices were Ted
Howard,Byron Forbus, Dr. David
Roos, Dr. Raymond Howard and
Dr. Corky Harrison.
Cynthia Hart had been named
president of Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
of Woodmen of the World. Other
officers were Melody Swift.
Martha Andrus, Diane Richerson, Dinah Westerman. Sherri
Ross, Helen Spann. Joyce Houston. Donna Garland, Ronda Griffith and Jo Wilson.
Fifty years ago
Don Jacoby. former trumpeter
with the Les Brown,Benny Goodman,and Claude Thornhill bands,
was to be a guest soloist with
the Murray State College Symphonic Band tomorrow night.
Joe Pat James, district governor of the Lions Club, attended the meeting of the Wingo Lions
Club held on Tuesday evening
at the new Wingo High School
cafeteria.
Sixty years ago
Mrs. Harlan Hodges was guest
speaker at the banquet held by
the Hazel High School chapter
of the Future Homemakers of
America. Nancy Thompson was
the mistress of ceremonies.

By the Associated Press
today is Thursday. Feb. 27.
the 5/0h day of 2014. There are
107 days left in the year.
loday's Highlight in History:
In 1911.inventor Charles F. Kettering demonstrated his electric
automobile starter in Detroit by
starting a Cadillac's motor with
iust the press of a switch, instead
ot hand-cranking.
On this date:
In 1801I. the District .of.caolumbia was placed under the jurisdiction of Congress.
In 1922. the Supreme Court.
BBV

Boss who's object of gossip
needs a word to the wise
MAR ABBY: Should 1 or
shouldn't I tell my boss that more
than a few people have come to
me asking if he is fooling around
with a young woman here in the
office'
He is married, she is not I hey
spend a lot of time together 'just
visiting.' laughing and obviously
flirting They
also
have
seen
been
coming and
going togeth
having
et,
lunch together every day.
etc
My reac
non is that
whether they
Dear Abby are
or aren't.
it isn't my
By Abigail
A
business
voice
Van Buren
little
keeps telling
me that, as his personal secretary. he may want to be made
aware that people are talking about
hint behind his back, and I do
feel protective and a sense of loyalty to him. Understand that I do
not want to discuss it with him,
have verification, denial or anything else -- only to give him
the information. -- VACILLAT• ING IN OHIO
• DEAR VACILLATING: If
there is anything going on in your
employer's business that distracts
from the work his employees are
doing. he should be made aware.
SON*

DEAR ABBY: A few years
ago, I relocated to a new state
and bought my first home. 1 have
enjoyed the privacy I have had
while living on my own. However, because of the economy. I
may need to rent out my extra
room to make ends meet.
I have gotten used to a clothing-optional lifestyle and spend
most of my time outdoors sunning. swimming and doing yard
work in the buff. I also enjoy
being indoors lounging, doing

in Leser V. Garnett, unanimously
upheld the 19th Amendment to
the Constitution. which guaranteed the right of women to vote.
In 1939, the Supreme Court.
in National Labor Relations Board
v. Fansteel Metallurgical Corp..
effectively outlawed sit-down
strikes.
In 1943. The U.S government
boson 'circulating one-cent coins
lade"OrtteeI plated wit
(the steel pennies proved very
unpopular, since they were easily
mistaken for dimes)
In 1951. the 22nd Amendment

to the Constitution. limiting a president to two terms of office, was
ratified.
In 1968, at the conclusion of
a' CBS News special report on
the Vietnam War. Walter Cronkite
delivered a commentary in which
he said the conflict appeared "mired
in stalemate."
In 1973, members of the American Indian Movement occupied the
hamlet of Wounde4 neein South
Dakota, the site gt,libe 4190 massacre of Sioux men, women and
children. (The occupation lasted
until May.)
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DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I love each other and have
three beautiful children, but we
struggle in our marriage because
of the stress of daily life. Lack
of money has taken a toll. Sometimes we both work two jobs
Other times we find ourselves faced
with difficult choices -- like
whether to buy groceries, or pay
the electric bill or the mortgage.
(We often can't do all three.)
I know we're not the only family in this situation. You often
advise people to seek guidance
from a professional counselor. Can
you share any resources for those
of us who do not have the money
or the insurance coverage to pay
for counseling? -- HOLDING ON
IN ARKANSAS
DEAR HOLDING ON: You
are far from the only family who
is trying to cope with little money
and difficulty finding steady work.
Many thousands of families are
in the same situation -- and it is
stressful for marriages and relationships.
Because you are unable to
afford a private therapist, contact
your county department of mental health and ask what services
are available for people with limited resources. The psychology
department at your nearest college or university may also be
able to help during this difficult
time,

A
CHEESY
USE FOR
VINEGAR
Dear
Readers:
Here is a
good way to
test your hint
IQ: Do you
knowwhat to
to"a block of hard
cheddar, from getcleese,
ting MOLDY? Which of the following should you use?
A. A cheesecloth sprinkled
with baking soda.
B. Sprinkle salt on the cheese.
vinegar-dampened
C. A
cheesecloth.
Which answer did you choose?
The correct answer is C. Wrap
the block of cheese in cheesecloth that has been moistened
with just a little vinegar. Then
put the covered block in a plastic bag and put it in the refrigerator. The taste of the cheese
will not be affected by the vinegar. Depending on how long
you are storing the cheese, you
might need to remoisten the
cloth. — Heloise
SHOESHINE
Dear Heloise: I shine my
own dress shoes and find that

I
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lungs down with it %once the top
of the lungs stayed put the result
was that the lungs expanded, fill
ing with air (I've put an illustra
tion of what happens as you breathe
on my *tinge, AskDoctcwK corn
Shallow breathing hobbles the
diaphragm's range of motion fhe
lowest portion of your lungs don't
get their full share of oxygenar
ed air That can make you feel
short of breath and anxious
Deep abdominal breathing. in
contrast, encourages a full
exchange of incoming oxygen for
outgoing carbon dioxide This type
of breathing slows the heartbeat
and can lower or stabilize blood
pressure
It may seem like a strange
thing to say about something we've
been doing since birth But breathing - deep breathing -. doesn't
come naturally to most of us We
must practice it Stan by finding
a comfortable, quiet place to sit
or he down First, take a normal
breath It may feel tense and constricted Now try taking a slow,
deep breath. The air coming
through your nose should moire'
downward into your lower belly.
Let your abdomen expand fully.
Now breathe out through your
mouth or nose. Deep breathing
makes you feel relaxed.
Practice deep breathing for several minutes. Put one hand on
your abdomen, just below your
belly button. Feel your hand rise
each time you inhale and fall each
time you exhale.
You may be skeptical that deep
breathing can counteract stress,
but it does. Or, to be more precise, it counters the increased heart
rate and blood pressure that stress
causes. Try it -- it really works.

How dues
MAR DOCTOR
deep breathing help to control
stress?
DEAR READER: When we're
under stress. our muscles tighten.
OW bean beats faster, OW blood
pressure rises and our breathing
quickens The relaxation response
is the opposite of the stress
response. it puts the brakes on
the biological
changes that
put us into
overdrive
And it turns
out we can
the
elicit
relaxation
at
response
will by takdeep
ing

Dr. Komaroff breaths
T h e
act of breathmg engages
the diaphragm
and the muscles that hold the ribs together
Instructions from your brain to
these muscles cause you to breathe
in and out. Most of the time, of
course, you're not thinking about
breathing: It just happens. But it
is your brain that is controlling
it.
And you can consciously control it, as well. Try this:
First, exhale. Then stop breathing for 10 seconds, and then take
in a deep breath. You felt your
lungs get smaller, and then get
bigger, right? How did your brain
do that?
When you exhaled, two things
happened. The first involved your
diaphragm,the strong sheet of muscle that divides the chest from
the abdomen. As you breathe out,
the diaphragm relaxes. This causes it to rise upward, pressing on
the bottom of the lungs and forcing air out of them.
Then, when you took a deep
breath in, the diaphragm contracted. That caused it to drop downward, pulling the bottom of your
By
Dr. Anthony
Komaroff

(Dr. Komarofftis a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

it's difficult to get a good shine process to remove the entire
if they aren't securely anchored. odor. Baking soda can be used
Placing them on my feet and for so many things, and I have
bending over to buff them is compiled some of my favorites
no longer an option. I went to in a pamphlet. To order, send
my tool chest and grabbed the $.5 and a long, self-addressed.
5-pound sledgehammer, put it stamped (70 cents) envelope to:
inside a shoe, then placed it on Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O. Box
the edge of the workbench (or 795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279countertop). Voila — it provid- 51%)!. Is your mop a little smelly?
ed enough weight to keep the Soak it in a bakhig-doda solushoe in place while working it tion (4 tablespoop ,to 1 quart
over with the chamois cloth. — of water)for a few hours. Rinse
well, and the smell should disKerry E., Orange, Calif.
Then pour the bakingappear.
SMELUNG SOUR
Dear Hebb.: I remember soda water down the drain as
seeing a solution for stale- or , a freshener. Two hints in one!
sour-smelling towels. I don't — Heloise
remember the solution. Could you BARGAIN BAKING
Dear Heloise: Being ecoplease reprint it? — A Reader.
nomical in baking is more imporvia email
I would be happy to! There tant than ever. I came up with
can be several reasons towels a great hint: Buy chocolate cansmell sour or moldy. One is that. dies after the holidays, when
you may be overloading the they are on sale. Separate the
washing machine, and therefore colors and freeze. When it comes
the towels can't really be rinsed time to make cookies, get out
out well. Rewash the towels in the coordinating colored cansmaller loads with the normal dies. For example, red for Valenamount of detergent, but also tine's Day and green for St.
add in 1/2 cup of baking soda Patrick's Day. — Mary L.,Scheror washing soda (found in the erville, Ind.
laundry aisle). Also, try a sec(02014 by King Features
ond rinse and then put the towInc.
Syndicate
immediately.
dryer
els in the
You may need to repeat the
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INTERESTING... 5ECAU5E
ACCORPING TO 1-1115,
YOU CALLED IN

I SEE YOU WERE PREP
1=ROM PIE LOADING DOCK
JOB I GOT YOH_ _

chutes and deep% she same way
Would it be OK for me
advertise for someone who also
enjoys this? Can 1 commas my
lifestyle 'au Amami* or mum I
go back to covering' - NEVADA
NUDE DUDE
DEAR NUDE DUDE: While
practically anything goes in the
want ads and on the Internet. your
best bet would be to Google 'nudists (or naturists) in Nevada • When
you do. you will find contact
information for nudist resorts and
clubs, and your chances of finding a renter who won't be shocked
or offended will be better

Deep breathing is effective

Hints From Heloise
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MURRAY STATE AT UT-MARTIN
TODAY III 7 P.M.•ELAM CENTER

Two wins away
RACERS CAN
CLINCH OVC
TITLE WITH A
PAIR OF WINS
TO CLOSE THE
SEASON

From MSU Athletics
In anticipation of inclement
weather this weekend. Southern
Illinois' Coach B Classic has
been moved from Carbondale to
Warner Park Softball Complex
in Chattanooga, Tenn. As a
result of the venue change,
Western Illinois will no longer
be participating in the tournament.
The Racers will still play four
games on the weekend, beginning on Saturday, and will play
all three teams. Murray State
will take on Miami (OH) and
Southern Illinois once each and
Big 12 opponent Kansas twice.

ST. LOUIS
CARDINALS

By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
Unlike most teams in the
Ohio Valley Conference, Steve
Prohm's Racers don't have to
wait until next week's tournament to claim a league championship.
Wins against UT-Martin
tonight and Southeast Missouri
State Saturday would assure
Murray State of no worse than a
share of the league's regular season title, and Prohm said his
team is more than aware of the
stakes surrounding its final two
regular season games — both of
which are on the road.
"They know because we've
been talking 'about (winning a
conference championship) the
last week," Prohm said. "Once
we got into a vision, maybe the
last two weeks, we've started to
let them understand what it's all
about. So they understand the
,implications of everything."
Tonight the Racers will face a
UT-Martin club they beat 91-77
Jan. 5, but the Skyhawks average 74.0 points per game on the
season, and are as dangerous as
any team in the league when
they get rolling offensively.
Myles Taylor (14.8) leads
four Skyhawk players averaging
double figures, including point
guard Terence Smith (14.6),
Mike Liabo(123) and Marshun
Newell (11.1).
Smith is a 45 percent 3-point
shooter, while three UT-Martin
players shoot free throws at an
over SO percent clip — including Smith and Liabo.
"Tennessee-Martin, I just finished watching the game they
played here,it was a six or seven
point game with four minutes to
play," Prohm said. "The one
thing that makes them really
scary is they can really score.
"...We are going to have to go
over there and WS going to have
to be a terrific defensive game
on our part, because they can
score."
The Racers are certainly a
better team now than they were
in early January, the last time
they faced UT-Martin. TJ. Sapp

Softball
moved to
different
venue

Cards P
Garcia
to seek
2nd
opinion
By CHUCK KING
Associated Press
JUPITER,Fla.(AP) — Jaime
Garcia will seek a second opinion on his surgically repaired
shoulder from Dr. James
Andrews before deciding his
next course of action, St. Louis
General
Manager
John
Mozeliak said on Tuesday.
Garcia requested the second
opinion even before consulting
with Cardinals team doctors.
Mozeliak didn't go into detail
about the findings of Garcia's
Monday exam, other to say that
the initial results were encouraging.
"Based on the MRI and overall, we feel good," Mozeliak
said. "I would like to see what
the other doctor has to say and
we will go from there."
Garcia isn't the only
Cardinals pitcher who is hurting.
St. Louis closer Trevor
Rosenthal cut short Tuesday's
scheduled bullpen session after
experiencing "a little discomfort" in his right leg.
"If it was in the season I feel
like it probably would be nothing worth stopping throwing
(for) or anything, but because
we are in the situation we are
now I thought I would say something to make sure it was taken
care of."
•See CARDS, 12A

KYSER LOUGH I For the Ledger
(Above) Murray State's Jeffery Moss drives to the rim
past Morehead State's Drew Kelly Saturday at the CFSB
Center.(Right) Racer forward Jarvis Williams battles Billy
Reader for a loose rebound.
was playing in just his fifthcareer game after becoming eligible over Christmas break, and
Jonathan Fairell's continued
improvement alongside Jarvis
Williams has bolstered Murray
State's front line.
Fairell is MSU's mostimproved player, which Prohm
said plays into the Racers favor
against Taylor and UT-Martin.
"Jarvkis probably understands
a little bit more now of what's
going on,and Farrell is in shape
and his body has changed," he
said. "What that gives us, hopefully, is a better opportunity to
defend Taylor and alo a good job
rebounding and defending the
paint.
"Fairell can just move so
much better now too, if (UTMartin) does play (Justin)

See RACERS, 12A

BASKETBALL
STAMPINGS
West
OVC(Overall)
School
12-2(17-9)
Murray State
SIU-Edwardsville
7-8(11-18)
SE Missouri State 6-8(15-13)
6-9 (9-18)
Eastern Illinois
5-9(11-17)
Austin Peay
3-11 (8-21)
UT-Martin
East
OVC(Ow*
School
Belmont
13-2 (22-8)
Morehead State 10-4(19-10)
Eastern Kentucky 9-5 (19-9)
8-6(15-14)
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State 4-11(10-20)
Tennessee State 3-11 (4-24)

PREP SWIMMING

MHS conditioning for state
SWIMMERS
HITTING THE
WATER DAILY
FOR STATE
By EDWARD WARLOWE
Sports Writer

EDWARD MARLOWE / Ledger & Times
The Murray High swim team, In preparation for state competition this weekend, spent
several minutes off the blocks Wednesday afternoon. Assistant coach Rich Tobergto
said the squad has spent a considerable amount of time In the water since regionals.
"We've not taken a day off," he said. "We've got kids In here at 6 a.m. every day."

The sound of I I pairs of feet
and arms splashing in unison
has a rather calming aura to the
common observer
Inside these swimmers, how
ever, is anything but calm
Murray High's assistant swim
coach Rich Tobergte calls it a
"potential energy." as the team

has :pent the last two weeks
preparing for the KHSAA state
swim finals this weekend following a successful regional
competition two weekends ago
in Owensboro.
"The kids, when you have
that kind of energy. you have to
somewhere."
it
channel
Tobergte said -Coming into
the filial stretch of the season,
people call it a taper. where the
swimmers are doing more high
intensity swim work with more
rest.
"You have to do your aerobic
foundation work, still, because
you don't want to lose that."
It's also down to just fine tuning, Tohergte said

Fine tuning. The turns. The
starts. A powerful kick off the
wall.
"Those have to be spot on in
order to achieve personal best
times," he said. "You take a
tenth or two-tenths of a second
on every turn...you can drop a
second just by having those
things fine-tuned an on the
money."
Following a tight regimen of
sprints and extended swims,
MHS is hoping the boys and
girls swim teams come back
with hardware from Louisville
this weekend.
Eight swimmers and three
II Sea SINSAMINGi. 12A
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Harrell is an inside force for UofL
DV MEV III. MAVIS
AP Scotts Miler
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Montrez1 Harrell describes his
sophomore season as a step in a
process.
The journey has been a success thus far based on the dominant performances he has
already posted for No. 7
Louisville.
While Harrell figured to
build on his promising freshman
season, what he has done so for
the Cardinals (23-4, 12-2
American Athletic Conference)
has been impressive. The 6-foot8 power forward has developed
into an imposing presence with
his dunks,rebounds and blocked
all pivotal in
—
shots
Louisville's quest to repeat as
national champions.
Harrell had 21 points, 10
rebounds and a block in
Saturday's 58-57 victory at firstplace Cincinnati. earning conference player of the week honors.
"FM just trying to take advantage of the opportunities I've
been given and elevate my
game," said Harrell, who comes
in with six double-doubles in his
last 12 games and season averages of 13 points and 8.2
rebounds per contest.
Next up for Louisville is
Temple (7-19. 2-12); Harrell had
22 points, 10 rebounds and four
blocks against the Owls Feb. 14.
Harrell has more than doubled his freshman averages,
demonstrating his take-charge
approach. He has also added a
school-record 65 dunks this season, with some recent slams
leaving the basket support shak-

TIMOTHY D EASLEY / AP Photo

Cincinnati's Justin Jackson, left, blocks Louisville's
Montreal Kamen during the second half of an NCAA college basketball game Thursday, Jan. 30, 2014, In
Louisville, Ky. Cincinnati defeated Louisville 69-68.
ing several seconds after the I'm just all over the court, trying
Cardinals have set up on to be everywhere I can."
Louisville coach Rick Pitino
defense.
That's not shocking, consid- said Wednesday that Harrell's
ering Harrell's intensity and ath- play is rubbing off on 6-10 redMangok
freshman
leticism. As if his muscular shirt
ts the
complemen
and
Mathiang
7-6
and
scowl
build, fierce
wingspan aren't threatening aggressive play of 6-9 senior
enough, his quickness and Stephan Van Treese.
uncanny timing in suddenly
mistaking
no
There's
appearing to make a block, grab
a rebound or throw down a lob Harrell's fearlessness that began
pass presents another challenge. to emerge during last spring's
Asked if he's surprised by championship run. Despite gainsome of his plays upon video ing attention this season for
review, Harrell said, "at times I monster dunks, his offensive
have been, but during a game repertoire includes a nice turnyou don't really think about it around jumper.
Pitino adds that there is room
until you see yourself(on film).
"When you're in a game, for improvement — namely 47
there's not too much I think percent shooting from the line
about. It just evolves. I'm just — but is happy with Harrell's
trying to do everything to give development.
"What you want, to see as the
my team the best chance to win.

•Cards...
concerned following the workFrom Page 11A
out.
soreness
the
Mozeliak called
"It was nothing real serious,"
in the groin-quadriceps area of
said, "Being this early I
he
Rosenthal's leg a strain, characthought I would just say someterizing him as day to day.
thing."
Rosenthal felt the discomfort
Garcia's injury Is a bigger
after delivering a pitch near concern for the Cardinals.
what was supposed to be the end
He also consulted with
of his scheduled 25-pitch ses- Andrews last season prior to
surgery.
sion. He immediately stopped having
shoulder
throwing to consult with train- Wednesday's examination will
Andrews'
in
place
ers, then headed to the club- take
Pensacola, Fla.,office, Mozeliak
house, where he iced his leg.
Rosenttial didn't appear too said.

•Racers...
From Page 11A
Childs or Liabo at the four,those
guys can get out there and guard
those smaller guys."
Last year UT-Martin and
SEMO upset the Racers at home
to end the regular season, but
Prohm said he will talk very little — if at all — with his team
about last year's results.
"Last year is last year," he
said. "...it's a whole different
scenario this year, it's a whole
different team. We didn't do a
great job last year finishing the

•Swimming...
From Page 11A
alternates will be representing
the Tigers this weekend:
• Daniel McGee (200m and
500m freestyle, 200m freestyle
relay)
• Cyrus Nabavi (200m medley, 100m butterfly, 200m
freestyle relay)
•Trent Lyons(200m freestyle
relay)
• Will Shelton (200m
•
freestyle relay)
• Nicole McGee (200m
freestyle relay, 400m freestyle
relay)
• Megan J. Wilson (200m
freestyle relay. 400m freestyle
relay, 100-yard backstroke,
200m medley)
• Abby Gibson (200m
freestyle relay, 400m freestyle
relay)
• Neely Gibson (200m
freestyle relay, 400m freestyle
relay)
• Nick Snodgrass (alternate)
•Celeste Siqueiros (alternate)
• Kathryn James (alternate)
Eight swimmers and three
alternates will be readym
Tobergte said.
"Toward the end of our season...we were in the water for
two hours Tuesday night,"
Tobergte said. "Ty picalI y
preparing for something like
this we're in the water for 90

season goes along (is) improvement in your execution as a
Mem the coach said,"ais/ than
you want to see your Mull go
issuer.
•Morarezi is developing into
a good passer, a better shooter.
... He has become abetter lowpost player, he's blocking more
shots of late, grabbing more
defensive rebounds of late. The
next thing he's got to improve on
is free-throw shooting."
The Tarboro, N.C., native has
definitely had plenty of chances
to hone his game. Harrell spent
last summer helping Team
USA's Under-19 squad win the
gold medal at the world championships, an experience he said
inspired him to raise his lockerroom profile.
Harrell returned from competition in the Czech Republic to
be named a team captain with
senior guards Russ Smith and
Luke Hancock as a result, not to
mention supplanting Chane
Behanan as the starter.
Harrell's playing time has
grown with Behanan's dismissal
from the team in December —
he's averaging 28 minutes per
game, 12 more than last year —
but he's relishing the extra workload and his active role in helping the Cardinals try to reach
their third straight Final Four.
Active being the operative
word.
"I've always looked at myself
as more of a physical-type player," he said. "I know the aspects
of my game and the things I can
do. I just know that to succeed in
this game I had to play hard,
play physical, run and be
involved at all times."
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inmate is supposed to be out of
his cell at a time, Sheriff
Thomas Hodgson said.
Its unclear which inmate was
the aggressor. Hodgson said jail
staff are interviewing witnesses
and reviewing surveillance
video to figure out exactly what
determine
and
happened
whether disciplinary measures
or even criminal charges are
warranted.

The 27-year old Garcia had have the depth to handle this if
been the favorite to become the we have to."
Garcia was 5-2 with a 3.58
lone left-hander in the Cardinals
rotation. Mozeliak said on ERA last season before being
Saturday that this setback makes shut down. He won a careerit unlikely that Garcia will be high 13 games in the 2010 and
ready to enter the rotation at the 2011 seasons.
Without Garcia, Carlos
start of the season.
"Right now his situation is, Martinez and Joe Kelly, both
first, determine health and then right-handers, become the likely
you can worry about the next pitchers to fill the void in the
step in terms of what this camp rotation.
The Cardinals could also turn
means to him," Mozeliak said.
"The good news is we have to Tyler Lyons should they
options. We certainly feel with desire a left-handed starter.

regular season, but I thought we guarding," he said. "Because if
played really well in the confer- we can guard for two games, we
will have an opportunity to win
ence tournament.
"Our guys probably know two games. Both of these teams
what happened last year. I may are such good scoring offensive
mention that we got .swept basketball teams, that if you
against these guys a year ago, don't guard, you are just going to
but it's a new team and we just be in a shootout.
"I don't want to be in a
have to get ourselves ready."
I don't think that's how
shootout,
And Prohm said defense, as
always, is the Racers' biggest you win on the road. I think you
emphasis to avoid a season-end- win on the road because you
guard and rebound and make
ing sweep again this year.
"All I'm concerned about is tough plays and make free
our team going over there ready throws."
Even though Prohm and his
to play and playing defense and

club understand the enormity of
the week, however, they aren't
letting that stop them from
enjoying the journey.
"It's a big week, but we are
just fortunate to be in this position," he said. "Our guys have
come a long way,they've weathered the storms. Every team has
their own story, and our team
has its story, but I'm proud of
our guys for their character and
their perseverance.
"Now we have a big road
trip."

minutes actually swimming, while Nabavi is seeded fourth
while the rest of it is spent rest- in the 100m butterfly and 13th
ing, getting behind blocks and in the 200m medley.
Wilson is seeded 27th in the
getting set."
Coming into Friday's prelim- 100m backstroke.
Individuals and relays will
inaries in Louisville, McGee is
to place in the top-l6
need
and
200m
the
seeded sixth in
during preliminaries in
Friday
freestyle,
500m
the
in
eighth

order to make it to Saturday's
Group A race and a chance for
a podium finish.
The Tigers will leave Murray
around 2 p.m. today for the
University of Louisville's
Ralph Wright Natatorium on
the school's campus.
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Sheriff: Hernandez
involved in jail scuffle
DARTMOUTH, Mass. (API
— Former NFL star Aaron
Hernandez was involved in a
scuffle with another jail inmate.
but neither man required medical attention, a Massachusetts
sheriff said Wednesday.
The brief fight took place
around noon Tuesday in a common area of the Bristol County
in
House of Correction
Dartmouth, where only one
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